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Throughout the U.S., state agencies are issuing an increasingly large number of permits 
for overweight vehicles every year. There are various methods used by state agencies to 
process permit requests; the Indiana Department of Transportation employs a screening 
process that consists of the Tennessee Formula (allowable weight is determined and 
checked, for every axle group) in combination with the Gross Vehicle Weight limit. If a 
permit truck satisfies these two screening criteria, it is permitted; otherwise, it is further 
processed with refined analyses. The Tennessee Formula is based on Allowable Stress 
Design. However, most design and evaluation conducted today is by either Load Factor 
Design (LFD) or Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD). As a result, there were cases 
observed when the load effects produced by a truck that would be permitted by the 
Tennessee Formula actually exceeded the load effects produced by the set of rating 
vehicles when the LFR or the LRFR method was employed (the set of rating vehicles is 
considered a minimum threshold that any non-posted bridge must be able to withstand). 
Consequently, a different approach for evaluating overweight vehicles is presented 
herein.  Load  effects  from  the  set  of  rating  vehicles  and  typical  permit  vehicles  were 
vi 
 
directly compared. As a result, the screening vehicles – with defined ranges of axle 
weights and axle spacings – were developed and recommended for permitting decisions. 
In other words, a permit truck can be safely permitted as a single-trip, “point-to-point” 
permit if its axle weights and axle spacings fall within proposed screening vehicles ranges. 
This screening method is (a) safe, (b) simple, since it can be easily used by nontechnical 
personnel, and (c) practical, since a large number of actual permit trucks fall within the 
proposed screening vehicles. Finally, the implementation of the proposed method by 
Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) was discussed. Also, the long-term 
solution of the problem (where each permit request is automatically analyzed for every 






CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH 
In the United States, any vehicle that has (a) a Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) more than 80 
kips, (b) axle weights more than 20 kips, or (c) does not satisfy the Federal Bridge Formula, 
is considered an overweight vehicle and it must be permitted in order to operate on U.S. 
roads (1). As reported in many studies, state agencies throughout the country are issuing 
an increasingly large number of permits for overweight vehicles every year; this is true 
when the number of permits are counted annually for the entire U.S. (2)(3) as well as for 
many individual states(4)(5). For example, in Indiana in 2014 there were 277,100 permit 
requests, with GVW values between 80 and 200 kips. It is becoming a challenge to manage 
the large number of permit requests.  
There is a wide variety of different types of permits. First, permits can be classified 
by the number of trips a truck can have with one permit, so permits can be defined as 
either single-trip or multi-trip permits. Second, depending on whether a truck is allowed 
to operate only on a defined route or it has unlimited access to all highways in a region, 
permits can be “point-to-point” or routine permits, respectively.  
In order to process a large number of permit requests, many U.S. state agencies 





(a) screening the permits in two groups, one acceptable for permitting and the 
other requiring further refined analyses, and 
(b) performing refined analyses, if needed. 
For instance, the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) – through the 
Indiana Department of Revenue (IDOR) – currently employs the Tennessee Formula (6) 
and a GVW limit of 200 kips as the screening criteria. Using the Tennessee Formula, 
allowable weight is determined and checked for every axle group. If a permit truck 
satisfies the Tennessee Formula and its GVW is less than 200 kips, it is automatically 
permitted for its defined route as a single-trip, “point-to-point” permit. Otherwise, the 
truck is further processed by refined analysis.  
The Tennessee Formula was developed based on Allowable Stress Design (6). 
However, the predominant methods used for load rating of bridges today are Load Factor 
Rating (LFR) and Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR). To address any inconsistency 
resulting from this, the primary focus of this study was to develop a screening method 
that is better suited to LFR and LRFR. 
A set of rating vehicles, used in some particular state, district or region, should be 
considered a minimum threshold that any non-posted bridge must be able to withstand. 
However, there were cases observed (and shown later) when the load effects, produced 
by a truck that would be permitted by the Tennessee Formula (an ASD-based method), 
exceeded the load effects produced by the set of rating vehicles used in Indiana, when 
LFR and LRFR methods are employed. Since the intent was to use a simple, safe, and 





permits requested each year, a new procedure was developed. The new screening 
method employs only the axle weights and spacing information in a permit request to 
determine whether or not it can be permitted. The specific span configurations of the 
bridges, which a truck will pass on its route, are not explicitly a part of the input for the 
screening process, making the new method very easy to implement and use in practice. 
This study is based on the permit and rating vehicles specific to Indiana, but the approach 
is general and therefore can be applied to any state or region.  
Load effects from the set of rating vehicles used in Indiana were directly compared 
with typical permit vehicles. As a result of these analyses, the screening vehicles – with 
defined ranges for axle weights and axle spacings – were developed and recommended 
for permitting procedures. In other words, a truck can be safely permitted as a single-trip, 
“point-to-point” permit if its axle weights and axle spacings fall within any of the proposed 
screening vehicles (without considering types, capacities or span configurations of the 
bridges that a permit truck will actually pass on its route). Otherwise, if a truck is not 
within the defined ranges of screening vehicles, it should be further evaluated by some 
other method. In order to ensure that the method proposed herein is safe, sets of 
“permutation” trucks were systematically constructed for each screening vehicle, 
considering numerous permutations for variable axle spacings. These sets of fictitious 
vehicles were then analyzed and checked against the defined set of rating vehicles. Also, 
in order to make the permitting process practical, the proposed screening vehicles were 





method is simple to use; it can be easily automated and employed by nontechnical 
personnel.  
The acceptability of a permit request depends upon bridge load capacity and 
proposed truck loading. Thus, the main idea is to propose acceptable (and as typical as 
possible) truck axle configurations, with the GVWs as large as possible, which at the same 
time do not exceed the already established bridge capacities. The trucking industry can 
possibly adjust their truck inventory to these acceptable axle configurations, if needed.  
Since this study was funded by INDOT (through project SPR 3913), short-term and 
long-term recommendations for INDOT regarding evaluation of permit loads were also 
made and presented in Chapter 6. These recommendations describe the entire process 






CHAPTER 2. METHODS CURRENTLY USED TO EVALUATE PERMIT LOADS IN 
INDIANA AND IN OTHER STATES 
In this chapter, current methods for processing overweight vehicles used in Indiana and 
in other states are reviewed. Also, a brief overview of the Federal Bridge Formula is 
provided. 
2.1 The Federal Bridge Formula  
Congress enacted the Federal Bridge Formula in 1975 to limit the weight-to-length ratio 
of a vehicle when crossing a bridge (1). This is done either by introducing additional axles 
or by increasing the distance between axles. Compliance with the Federal Bridge Formula 
weight limit is determined by using the following formula: 
W = 500 × [
L×N
N−1
+ 12 × N + 36]          (1) 
where W = the overall gross weight on any group of two or more consecutive axles to the 
nearest 500 pounds, L = the distance in feet between the outer axles of any group of two 





In addition to the Federal Bridge Formula weight limits, Federal law requires that 
single axles are limited to 20,000 pounds, and tandem axles (i.e. two axles spaced no more 
than 96 inches apart) are limited to 34,000 pounds. Also, the GVW is limited to 80,000 
pounds (1). Vehicles that do not satisfy the above mentioned requirements are 
considered overweight vehicles and must be permitted in order to operate on U.S. roads. 
2.2 Current Evaluation of Permit Loads in Indiana 
2.2.1 Truck Permitting Procedure in Indiana – the Tennessee Formula and the GVW Limit 
The Indiana Department of Transportation – through the Indiana Department of 
Revenue – employs the Tennessee Formula and a GVW limit of 200 kips as the screening 
criteria when evaluating overweight vehicle permit requests. Using the Tennessee 
Formula, the allowable weight is determined and checked for every axle group. If a permit 
truck satisfies the Tennessee Formula and its GVW is less than 200 kips, it is automatically 
permitted for its defined route as a single-trip, “point-to-point” permit. Otherwise, the 
truck is further processed by refined analysis. The Tennessee Formula and the GVW limit 
are the only screening criteria used by INDOT; the capacities and the span configurations 
of the bridges, which a permit truck will actually pass on its route, are not taken into 
account. 
The first step in the permit screening method by the Tennessee Formula is 
calculating the Allowable Ratio (R) (i.e., the percentage above the legal weight allowed 





R = a + b ∗ (GVW) + c ∗ (GVW)2                       (2) 
where GVW is the Gross Vehicle Weight (in kips), and a, b, and c are sensitivity constants 
set to 1.4, 0.002333 and -0.0000133, respectively. The next step is the calculation of the 
ratio between the actual weight and weight allowed by the Federal Bridge Formula (FBF) 
for each axle group. If none of the axle-group ratios exceeds the “Allowable Ratio” (R), 
the permit truck passes the Tennessee Formula screening method.  
The bases for the development of the Tennessee Formula were twofold:  
(a) an additional 25% above the weight allowed by FBF is permitted for each axle 
group because the operating stress (0.75 Fy) instead of the design stress (0.6 
Fy) in the members is assumed to be adequate for permit loading (6); and 
(b) an additional 26% above the weight allowed by FBF is permitted for each axle 
group because that is the amount by which an HS-20 truck violates the FBF 
(and the majority of bridges were designed for HS-20 loading) (6).  
Therefore, the total increase of approximately 1.5 (1.25x1.26≈1.5) times the 
weight allowed by the Federal Bridge Formula was taken by the Tennessee formula as 
being adequate for permit loads with GVW between 75 kips and 100 kips. Starting from 
these assumptions, the authors of the Tennessee Formula also analyzed a 175-kip vehicle 
along with standard curve-fitting procedures and engineering judgment. A 5% decrease 
of the R ratio (Equation 2) was also recommended. 
However, there were cases observed when the load effects, produced by a truck 





by the set of rating vehicles used in Indiana, when LFR and LRFR methods are employed. 
These exceedances are discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
2.2.2 Database of Axle Configurations of Permit Trucks Processed by the 
IDOR in 2014 
The Indiana Department of Revenue provided for this study a database of the axle 
configurations – axle weights and axle spacings – for all overweight vehicle permit 
requests from 2014. A significant subset of these overweight vehicles corresponds to 
trucks that weigh between 80 and 200 kips. This subset was used throughout the study 
as representative of permit vehicles used today.  
 
Figure 1 – Number of unique trucks from the IDOR database by number of axles 
The term “permit” can be interpreted also as a “request for permitted trip”. 
Underlying several of these permits, there were “unique” trucks that applied multiple 
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IDOR’s database. In other words, a truck had to have a separate permit for each trip. There 
were 277,100 permits with GVWs between 80 and 200 kips, among which 42,511 were 
unique trucks; multiple “point-to-point” permits were issued for given unique trucks. The 
breakdown of these unique trucks by number of axles is presented in Figure 1. 
 
2.2.2.1 Division of the IDOR Vehicles on Group A and Group B 
In order to evaluate vehicles from the IDOR database, all unique trucks (42,511 of them) 
were divided in two groups: one that satisfies the Federal Bridge Formula (Group A), and 
the other that does not (Group B). Group A consists of 1,752 unique trucks, while there 
were 40,759 trucks in Group B. These two groups of vehicles are analyzed separately in 
Chapter 4. Figure 2 shows comparisons between number of Group A and Group B trucks 
by number of axles. 
              For illustration purposes, all Group B five-axle unique trucks are given in Figure 3; 
each dot in the figure represents one truck with its GVW on the horizontal axis and overall 







Figure 2 - Comparisons between number of unique trucks in Group A and in Group B for    
                   various number of axles 
 
 
Figure 3 - Group B five-axle trucks (7,720 in total)  
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Group A - unique trucks that satisfy Bridge Formula (1,752)




























2.2.2.2 Overweight Commodity Permits (and all other permits as a separate group of 
vehicles) 
For the development purposes of the proposed screening method, all permit 
vehicles from the IDOR database were divided in two groups: (a) “Overweight Commodity 
Permits” and (b) all permits other than “Overweight Commodity Permits”. Approximately 
one-third of all permit requests in 2014 in Indiana – 84,076 of them – were “Overweight 
Commodity Permits”. 
According to IDOR’s Oversize/Overweight Vehicle Permitting Handbook (7), 
“Overweight Commodity Permits” are single-trip, “point-to-point” permits and they must 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) GVW ≤ 97 kips, if a truck is carrying agricultural goods; 
(b) GVW ≤ 120 kips, if a truck is carrying steel goods; 
(c) single axles can weigh up to 20 kips; and 
(d) one tandem can weigh up to 48 kips, while other tandems in the same truck 
can carry up to 40 kips.  
Overweight Commodity Permits with the GVWs less than or equal to 97 kips were 
named “Agricultural” Permits herein, while Overweight Commodity Permits with the 
GVWs more than 97 kips and less than or equal to 120 kips were called “Steel” Permits. 
These names were provided only for easier designation of the screening vehicles 
described later. Overweight Commodity Permits will be referred in the text as OC Permits. 





2.3 Methods Currently Used to Evaluate Permit Loads in States Other than Indiana 
According to NCHRP Synthesis 359 (2)(3), the criteria used in the permitting process are 
not uniform around the country. This non-uniformity has been a concern for the trucking 
industry, since different results of permit application for the same load can occur in 
different states and different lengths of time are needed for permit review. Consequently, 
several multistate permit programs have appeared, such as the New England 
Transportation Consortium and the Southeastern Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials.  One permit issued in each program is valid for travelling across 
all participating states, avoiding the need for multiple permits for interstate trips (2).  
As discussed earlier, many U.S. state agencies first screen permit vehicles into two 
groups, one requiring bridge evaluation and the other not, and then perform bridge 
evaluation if required. Various screening concepts and approaches were cited in the 
responses to the questionnaire sent out by the NCHRP Synthesis 359 team to all DOTs 
around the country. For example, some state-level agencies use a GVW limit as a dividing 
line between groups of permits requiring and not requiring bridge evaluation. For 
instance, Iowa uses the GVW of 156 kips as a threshold for requiring new bridge 
evaluation (together with single-axle weight limit of 20 kips). Similarly, New Mexico DOT 
is issuing permits for vehicles with the GVWs up to 140 kips without any bridge evaluation 
(2). However, for type of permits not requiring bridge evaluation, there are usually some 
routing requirements to meet. For example, Iowa uses an annually updated bridge 





On the other hand, Kansas Department of Transportation specified in the 
response to the NCHRP questionnaire that they were using “modified TTI” formula as the 
screening criterion together with the axle-group weight limits. Weights of the axle groups 
should not be larger than following values: (a) 22 kips for single axle, (b) 45 kips for 
tandem, (c) 60 kips for triple, and (d) 65 kips for four or more axles in a group. The TTI 
Formula was an effort by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) to improve the Federal 
Bridge Formula and to develop its own formula for truck-weight regulations (8). Like the 
Federal Bridge Formula and the Tennessee Formula, the TTI formula determines the 
allowed weight of an axle group based on axle-group length, for each axle group within a 
vehicle (2). 
Another type of a permit procedure is the one utilized in Oklahoma. Oklahoma 
Department of Transportation specified the set of standard vehicles, containing minimum 
axle spacings and maximum axle weights, and if a permit vehicle satisfies given 
requirements, then permit is issued, but only for certain “green” routes (9)(10). However, 
the maximum axle spacings are not determined, which is what might cause exceedances 
in a negative moment region of a bridge, as discussed later in Chapter 5. For permits not 
satisfying given axle-spacing and axle-weight limits and for permit trips outside of the 
“green” routes, individual bridge analyses are done by an engineering firm or OKDOT 
(2)(9). 
As can be seen, there is a wide variety of permitting procedures and corresponding 





will be systematically examined against a set of rating vehicles used in a region (assuming 
that a set of rating vehicles defines a minimum threshold that each non-posted bridge in 
that region must be able to withstand). Also, this new approach should be able to increase 





CHAPTER 3. DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS 
The type of analysis that was done throughout the study is described in this 
chapter. 
3.1 The Set of Bridges Considered 
Actual capacities and specific span configurations of all bridges that a permit truck 
will pass on its route are not taken into account explicitly while using the newly proposed 
screening method. Instead, a comprehensive suite of bridges was considered when 
developing the screening vehicles. The suite of bridges was constructed to consider nearly 
all of the span range and number of spans possibilities. It covered span lengths from 20 
ft. to 200 ft., in 10-ft. increments (this span range was used since AASHTO LRFD 
Specification covers this range (11)). There were 190 bridge span configurations in total. 
The number of spans and ratios between different spans (aspect ratios) were also varied 
as follows: 
(a) one span (20’, 30’,…200’; 19 bridges total), 
(b) two spans (3 × 19 = 57 bridges) 
 two equal spans, 





 two unequal spans with aspect ratios of 80%,  
(c) three spans (3 × 19 = 57 bridges) 
 three equal spans, 










(d) four spans (3 × 19 = 57 bridges) 
 four equal spans, 










3.2 The Set of Rating Vehicles, the Load Factors and the Impact Factors Considered 
The set of rating vehicles, used in the analyses herein, consists of the AASHTO rating 
vehicles (as defined in Manual of Bridge Evaluation – MBE (12)) and the Indiana Legal 
Loads (as defined in Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual (13)). This set is referred in the text 
as the “Indiana Rating Vehicles” (Table 1). These vehicles represent the set of rating 
vehicles used currently in Indiana. For any other state, the set can be adjusted according 





Table 1 – The Indiana Rating Vehicles and the corresponding load and impact factors  
LRFR 
Impact Factor = 1.33 
Live Load Factor = 1.45  
(*except for H-20, where LLF = 1.75) 
Indiana Rating Vehicles: 
1. AASHTO trucks (Figures D6A-1, D6A-2, and D6A-3 from MBE 2nd Edition): 
 Types 3 Unit  
 Type 3S2 Unit 
 Type 3-3 Unit 
2. Notional Rating Load - NRL (Figure D6A-6 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
3. Single Unit Bridge Posting Loads – SHVs (Figure D6A-7 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
4. Lane-Type Legal Load Model – two-truck case (Figure D6A-5 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
5. H 20 truck* (Figure 3.7.6A from Standard Specifications 17th Edition) 
6. H 20 Lane Loading* (Figure 3.7.6B from Standard Specifications 17th Edition) 
7. HS 20 truck (Figure 3.7.7A from Standard Specifications 17th Edition) 
8. HS 20 Lane Loading (Figure 3.7.6B from Standard Specifications 17th Edition) 
9. HS 25 truck (Figure 3-7.2 from Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual) 
10. HS 25 Lane Loading (Figure 3-7.2 from Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual) 
LFR 
Impact Fraction = 50/(L+125) < 30% 
(where L is span length in feet) 
Live Load Factor = 1.3 
(*except for H-20, where LLF=2.17) 
Indiana Rating Vehicles: 
1. AASHTO trucks (Figure 6B.7.2-1 from MBE 2nd Edition):  
 Types 3 Unit  
 Type 3S2 Unit 
 Type 3-3 Unit 
2. Notional Rating Load – NRL (Figure 6B.7.2-3 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
3. Single Unit Bridge Posting Loads – SHVs (Figure 6B7.2-2 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
4. H 20 truck* (Figure 3.7.6A from Standard Specifications 17th Edition) 
5. H 20 Lane Loading*  (Figure 6B.6.2-2 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
6. HS 20 truck (Figure 6B.6.2-1 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
7. HS 20 Lane Loading (Figure 6B.6.2-2 from MBE 2nd Edition) 
8. HS 25 truck (Figure 3-7.2 from Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual) 
9. HS 25 Lane Loading (Figure 3-7.2 from Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual) 
 
repeated. Impact and load factors were used in accordance with the current AASHTO and 





taken as prescribed for single-trip permits in MBE (12): 1.2 for the LRFR method and 1.3 
for the LFR method. 
The load factors and the impact factors for the Indiana Rating Vehicles were used as 
specified in Table 1. For permit loads, the same impact factors were used as those for the 
Indiana Rating Vehicles. 
3.3 Comparisons Between Permit Loads Versus Rating Vehicles (in-house computer 
program) 
The load effects of the vehicles in the database provided by IDOR were extensively 
studied. An in-house computer program was written (in MATLAB) such that every permit 
truck can be analyzed and checked against the set of rating vehicles on the entire set of 
190 bridges, as a part of an automated process. Moment and shear envelopes were 
determined for each permit truck from the IDOR database by first developing the moment 
and shear influence lines at tenth points for each of the 190 bridges and then computing 
the effect of running a particular permit truck over them to obtain the corresponding 
envelopes of moments and shear for the entire set of bridges.  
The moment and shear “envelope of the envelopes” were also computed for the IRVs. 
The term “envelope of envelopes” refers to a single envelope that encompasses 
envelopes for all vehicles in a group of vehicles (in this case the defined set of rating 
vehicles – the IRVs). Finally, moment and shear envelopes from every permit truck were 
compared to the rating vehicles’ “envelopes of envelopes.” Load and impact factors were 





As an example, the graphical comparison of a permit truck moment envelope and 
the Indiana Rating Vehicles moment “envelope of envelopes” is provided for a bridge with 
two equal spans of 60 feet each (Figure 4). The graph presents the case when positive 
moments, produced by the permit truck, exceed positive moments caused by the Indiana 
Rating Vehicles. In this case, then, because the permit truck load moment exceeded the 
rating vehicles “envelope of envelope”, the permit truck load would not be acceptable, 
unless a more refined analysis found that it was permissible. 
 
Figure 4 – Comparison of a permit truck moment envelope and Indiana Rating Vehicles 





























CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS OF VEHICLES FROM THE IDOR DATABASE AND EXCEEDANCES 
OF TRUCKS PERMITTED BY THE TENNESSEE FORMULA 
Vehicles from the IDOR database were thoroughly analyzed and results are 
presented in this chapter. Unique trucks from the database (42,511 of them) were divided 
in two groups: one that satisfies the Federal Bridge Formula (Group A), and the other that 
does not (Group B). Permit loads envelopes were compared to the Indiana Rating Vehicles 
“envelopes of envelopes” for the entire set of bridges, and corresponding exceedances 
(by permit loads) were recorded. Exceedances were divided by the type of the load effect 
(negative and positive moment, shear, and reaction) and location (“not-support” and 
support). Midspan is traditionally defined as the point 40% or 50% from the support. 
However, the “not-support” is considered herein to be every location along the structure 
except the supports. Negative moment above the support, shear, and positive moment 
at the “not-support” points were considered more important load effects and they were 
taken into account when exceedances were checked. Support reactions and negative 
moment at the “not-support” locations were considered less important load effects, since 





4.1 Analyses of Group A Unique Trucks  
Analyses of Group A vehicles were done separately for LFR and for LRFR method, and 
results (showing the exceedances) were summarized in Tables 2 through 5. Results are 
presented by the number of axles and by the load effect. Maximum and average 
exceedances were calculated and provided for each subgroup of vehicles and for each 
load effect. 
 It was noticed that a GVW limit of 134 kips represents an approximate dividing 
line (for this group of vehicles) between “exceeding” and “not-exceeding” permit loads.  
In other words, for Group A vehicles with the GVWs below 134 kips, there was no 
exceedance recorded on any bridge (from the defined set of bridges) when negative 
moment above the support, shear, and positive moment at the “non-support” locations 
were considered (Table 4 and 5).  
However, for those vehicles with GVWs heavier than 134 kips (up to 200 kips) 
certain exceedances were recorded, with values up to 16% for LRFR method (on at least 
one bridge from the defined suite of bridges), as shown in Table 3. It was concluded that 
if the Federal Bridge Formula and the GVW limit of 134 kips is implemented as the 
screening criteria for evaluating permit loads, then no exceedance would occur on any 
bridge from the suite of bridges previously defined. However, it is believed that adopting 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2 Analyses of Group B Unique Trucks 
All Group B vehicles were analyzed and exceedances were recorded in the same manner 
as for Group A vehicles. Also, the “a” factor from Equation 2 (the Allowable Ratio in the 
Tennessee Formula) was varied and number of vehicles passing the Tennessee Formula 
was calculated for each value of the “a” factor. It was seen that by increasing the “a” 
factor, the number of trucks passing the Tennessee Formula also increase (when “a” is 
equal to 10, almost any practical axle configuration would pass the Tennessee Formula). 
Further, trucks were counted by percent exceedance (e.g., no exceedance, exceedances 
from zero to five percent, and so on) for each value of the “a” factor (Table 6 and 7). 
The “a” factor was set equal to 1.4 in the original Tennessee Formula, but Indiana 
adopted the value of 10 in 2007. It can be seen (Table 6 and 7) that the use of the original 
“a” factor of 1.4 would lead to permitting trucks that have exceedances up to 49% for LFR, 
and up to 59% for LRFR method (on at least one bridge from the suite of bridges). If the 
“a” factor is increased to 10 (what Indiana is using currently), the exceedances increase 
up to 130% for LFR and up to 118% for LRFR.  






Number of Vehicles Passing the Tennessee (TN) Formula 















0 – 5% 5 – 10% 10 – 20% 20 – 33% > 33% 
10 22843 5377 4755 4398 2442 944 130 40759 0 
1.4 22810 5327 4570 3417 884 26 49 37034 3725 
1.3 21701 2982 1789 1155 103 12 46 27742 13017 





Table 7 – Exceedances of all Group B trucks for LRFR method 
 
In Figures 5 through 8, all Group B trucks that are satisfying the Tennessee Formula (with 
varying “a” factor) were plotted. Each dot represents one truck with its GVW on the 
horizontal axis and overall length on the vertical axis. The color of a dot shows if a truck 
exceeded the load effects from the Indiana Rating Vehicles, and if it does, then, by what 
amount (see legend in the figure). For example, the “dark-red dots” indicate trucks that 
exceed the Indiana Rating Vehicles by more than 33% on at least one bridge from the 
defined suite of bridges, while the “blue dots” represents trucks that do not exceed the 
Indiana Rating Vehicles.  LFR analyses are shown in Figures 5 and 6, while LRFR analyses 
are presented in Figures 7 and 8. The “a” factor was taken to be equal to 10 and 1.4, as 
indicated in the figures. The majority of the “dark-red dots” are on the lower-right corner 
of the figures, as it can be expected since this corner corresponds to the short and heavy 
trucks. Further, it can be noticed that when the “a” factor is reduced from 10 to 1.4, large 
number of the “dark-red dots” are removed from the lower-right corner of the figure, i.e. 
these “dark-red dots” do not pass the Tennessee Formula anymore. However, even when 





Number of Vehicles Passing the Tennessee (TN) Formula 

















0 – 5% 5 – 10% 10 – 20% 20 – 33% > 33% 
10 15044 4907 4060 6577 5441 4730 118 40759 0 
1.4 14944 4839 3819 6302 4985 2145 59 37034 3725 
1.3 14496 4010 2935 3432 2515 354 54 27742 13017 






Figure 5 – All Group B trucks passing the TN Formula with a=10 by percent exceed.– LFR 
 






Figure 7–All Group B trucks passing the TN Formula with a=10 by percent exceed.–LRFR 
 





indicating exceedances that occurred by the trucks permitted with corresponding 
Tennessee (TN) Formula.  
 Additional analysis was done considering only Group B vehicles with the GVWs 
less than or equal to 134 kips. These results are summarized in Tables 8 and 9; the “a” 
factor was varied again. The exceedances were much smaller than for the Group B 
vehicles with the GVW limit of 200 kips. But, as can be seen from Figures 9 through 12 by 
the occurrence of the “non-blue dots”, exceedances still exist. 
Table 8 – Exceedances of Group B vehicles weighing 134 kips or less for LFR method 
 





Number of Vehicles Passing the Tennessee (TN) 



















0 – 5% 5 – 10% 10 – 20% 20 – 33% > 33% 
10 22585 4883 3535 1902 316 60 82 33281 7478 
1.4 22552 4833 3357 1412 54 2 45 32210 8549 
1.3 21443 2503 864 278 3 2 45 25093 15666 





Number of Vehicles Passing the Tennessee (TN) 



















0 – 5% 5 – 10% 10 –20% 20 –33% > 33% 
10 15039 4897 4042 6405 2794 104 106 33281 7478 
1.4 14939 4829 3801 6133 2461 47 50 32210 8549 
1.3 14491 4000 2917 3266 413 6 50 25093 15666 






Figure 9 – All Group B trucks passing the Tennessee Formula with a=10 and a GVW limit 
of 134 kips by percent exceedance – LFR 
 
Figure 10 – All Group B trucks passing the Tennessee Formula with a=1.4 and a GVW 






Figure 11 – All Group B trucks passing the Tennessee Formula with a=10 and a GVW 
limit of 134 kips by percent exceedance – LRFR 
 
Figure 12 – All Group B trucks passing the Tennessee Formula with a=1.4 and a GVW 





Since the intent was to have a simple, safe and consistent approach for evaluating 
permit loads, a new screening method was developed. In this new approach, the main 
objective was to keep permit loads envelopes entirely under the rating vehicles 






CHAPTER 5. NEW SCREENING METHOD1 
The development of the new screening method for evaluating permit loads is 
presented in this chapter. Its practical value, how it differs from other approaches, and 
possible constraints are also discussed. 
5.1 Development of the Newly Proposed Screening Method 
The newly proposed screening method was developed using the type of analysis 
described in Chapter 3. As stated earlier, the method consists of the set of screening 
vehicles used for evaluation of permit requests; if a permit truck falls within the ranges of 
the screening vehicles, it can be safely permitted. 
During the development of the new method, only conventional design points were 
considered while comparing the load effects from permit trucks and from the Indiana 
Rating Vehicles (i.e., while checking exceedances produced by permit trucks). These 
conventional design points include the following:  
 Positive Moment  
o 40% from exterior supports
                                                          
1 This Chapter as well as parts of Chapters 1, 2, and 3 are included in the paper entitled “New Approach 
for Screening Overweight Vehicles: Allowable Ranges of Axle Configurations” accepted for presentation at 
TRB Annual Meeting 2017 and will be included in its Compendium of Papers. The same paper is also 
currently under re-review for publication in journal Transportation Research Record: Journal of the 





o Midspan(s) of all interior span(s) 
 Negative Moment 
o Interior supports 
 Positive and negative shear 
o Just to the right of the “first” (left) support 
o Just to the left and just to the right of all interior supports 
o Just to the left of the “last” (right) support 
Precision in analyses was limited mostly to two significant figures. Since 
exceedances were recorded in terms of percents, the use of two significant figures leads 
to rounding to the nearest whole percent. Consequently, all exceedances less than 0.5% 
were rounded to zero (i.e., tolerable exceedance was taken as less than 0.5% when 
developing the new method). 
Axle configuration ranges of the screening vehicles were constructed by selecting 
values that were found to be safe either (a) for LFR method or (b) for LRFR methods or (c) 
for both methods, LFR and LRFR. However, it is a matter of engineering judgment or 
preference which method to use (or to use both) that might be decided by bridge owners 
for a specific state or region. Also, two different sets of screening vehicles were 
constructed, one calibrated for OC Permits (shown in Appendix A) and a second calibrated 
for all other permits (shown in Appendix B). Accordingly, there are six different groups of 
screening vehicles, three for OC permits (LFR, LRFR, and both methods) and three for non-





The screening vehicles were developed in two steps, as described below. The first 
step was defining the screening vehicles which will include in their axle weight and spacing 
ranges large numbers of real permit trucks from the 2014 IDOR permit database. The 
second step was a systematic check needed to ensure the safety of each screening vehicle 
(and done for each screening vehicle separately).  
5.1.1 Step 1 – Determining Typical Axle Configuration Ranges 
Typical ranges of axle configurations were identified from IDOR’s database of permit 
vehicles in the following manner. First, ranges of axle weights and axle spacings were 
constructed and organized as a screening vehicle. Several screening vehicles are shown 
as an example in Figure 13 (each arrow represents a single axle load, while letters “W” 
and “S” represent corresponding axle weights and axle spacings). Then, the number of 
real permit trucks (from the IDOR database) with axle weights and axle spacings that fall 
within  the  screening  vehicles  were  counted. If  a significant number of permit vehicles  
 
A5-1 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 22.5 K      W ≤ 22.5K                                 W ≤ 20 K                      W ≤ 20 K     
 
             S = 120’’–300’’         S = 48’’–72’’         S = 228’’–480’’                  S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
S5-1 
W ≤ 17 K                     W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                                 W ≤ 20K                       W ≤ 20K  
 
             S = 144’’–300’’         S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’–420’’               S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
O5-1 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 22.5 K          W ≤ 22.5 K                              W ≤ 20 K     W ≤ 20 K        
 
            S = 120’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’–480’’             S = 48’’–72’’        





were within ranges of the considered screening vehicle, then Step 2 was initiated to check 
the safety of that screening vehicle. All screening vehicles are shown in Appendices A and 
B.  
For the screening vehicles, the letter “A” designates “Agricultural” Permits (a 
subtype of OC Permit used as the base for calculation) and the letter “S” designates 
“Steel” Permits (also a subtype of OC Permit); the number after the letters “A” or “S” 
represents the number of axles. The number following the “dash” in the screening vehicle 
designation is the serial number of the screening vehicle within one category. For 
example, A5-2 is the second screening vehicle for Agricultural Permits with five axles. 
5.1.2 Step 2 – Checking “Permutation” Trucks for Every Screening Vehicle 
The set of “permutation” trucks was constructed for each screening vehicle shown 
in Appendices A and B. For all axle spacings except for the 1st and 3rd, minimum values 
specified in the ranges were used while making “permutation” trucks. Regarding the 1st 
and 3rd axle spacings, numerous possible permutations were considered. In other words, 
the 1st axle spacing remained the same at the minimum, while the 3rd axle spacing was 
varied by using a one-foot increment over the range being considered; next, the 1st axle 
spacing was increased by one foot, and the 3rd axle spacing was varied again by using a 
one-foot increment, and so on. For example, for the A5-1 screening vehicle shown in 
Figure 13, there are 16x22=352 “permutation” trucks. Axle weights of “permutation” 
trucks were the same as the maximum specified axle weights for each screening vehicle.  
The “permutation” trucks for each screening vehicle were analyzed using the 





envelopes were computed. Then, the “permutation” trucks’ moment and shear envelopes 
were compared with moment and shear “envelope of envelopes” produced by the IRVs 
for the entire suite of bridges.  Illustrative examples of comparing the envelopes are 
shown in Figures 14 through 17, for one bridge from the suite of bridges (again, for a 
bridge with two equal spans of 60 feet each). Moment “envelope of envelopes” for all 352 
permutation trucks for A5-1 screening vehicle was compared with the IRVs moment 
“envelope of envelopes” in Figures 14 and 15 (separately for LFR and for LRFR). Further, 
moment  “envelope  of  envelopes”  for  all  permutation  trucks for all screening vehicles 
 
 
Figure 14 – Moment “envelope of envelopes” for all 352 permutation trucks for A5-1 






























Figure 15 – Moment “envelope of envelopes” for all 352 permutation trucks for A5-1 
Screening Vehicle against IRVs moment “envelope of envelopes” – LRFR analysis 
 
Figure 16 – Moment “envelope of envelopes” for all permutation trucks for All 























































Figure 17 – Moment “envelope of envelopes” for all permutation trucks for All 
Screening Vehicles against IRVs moment “envelope of envelopes” – LRFR analysis 
 
 (from Appendices A and B) was compared with the IRVs moment “envelope of envelopes” 
in Figures 16 and 17 (again, separately for LFR and for LRFR). No exceedances were 
observed for either the LFR or LRFR method for any of the screening vehicles. 
Consequently, a permit vehicle that has axle weights and axle spacings that fall within the 
ranges of any screening vehicle (from Appendices A and B) can be safely permitted as a 
single-trip, “point-to-point” permit. 
 
5.2 Discussion of the Newly Developed Screening Method 
The new screening method is discussed in this section; its practical value, how it differs 






























screening method presents a systematic approach based on the principle that permit load 
envelopes must not exceed the “envelope of envelopes” of the load effects due to IRVs 
which is taken to be the minimum threshold that any non-posted bridge must be able to 
withstand.  
In this study, we focus on two groups of permit loads (the “Overweight 
Commodity Permits” which is an important class of permit requests commonly 
encountered in Indiana, and all permits other than “Overweight Commodity Permits”)  as 
the basis for developing the new screening method. Consequently, the “screening 
vehicles” presented in the paper were calibrated for these specific sets of permit loads. 
Nevertheless, the approach of developing screening vehicles can be extended to any 
group of vehicles (with a different range of GVWs) and calibrated against that set if 
needed.   
It is well known that there is high non-uniformity of permitting processes for 
overweight vehicles among different states; therefore, a permit truck often needs to 
change its multi-state route (and use the longer and more expensive one) since the permit 
was approved in all states except one (2)(3). If the approach presented in this paper is 
widely adopted, then the non-uniformity of permitting processes could be decreased by 





5.2.1 The Numbers of Real Permit Trucks Within Proposed Screening Vehicles 
Ranges 
The practical value of the new screening method is best described by the percentage of 
real permit trucks that do not exceed the load effects of the IRVs (labelled as “not-
exceeding-IRVs” permits in Tables 10 and 11 below) and fall within the proposed 
screening vehicle axle weight and spacing ranges. Note that the “not-exceeding-IRVs” real 
permit trucks are defined as vehicles from IDOR’s database whose load effects do not 
exceed load effects produced by the IRVs – on any bridge from the considered suite of 
bridges. These “not-exceeding-IRVs” vehicles are the ones acceptable for permitting 
when using the screening method. The intent of the new method was to “replicate” with 
the screening vehicles only these “not-exceeding-IRVs” vehicles to the greatest possible 
extent.  
Two different groups of screening vehicles were constructed, one for OC Permits 
and another for non-OC permits. Accordingly, two tables are presented in order to discuss 
the practical value of the proposed screening method (Tables 10 and 11).  
In the IDOR database of permit trucks, there were 84,076 OC Permits and 193,024 
non-OC Permits. Tables 10 and 11 show – by the number of axles and by the type of permit 
– how many OC and non-OC permits are “not-exceeding-IRV” permits and how many of 
them fall within the ranges of the proposed screening vehicles. It can be seen (Table 10 
and 11) that 81% (61,012/75,541=0.81) of all “not-exceeding-IRVs” OC Permits and 70% 






Table 10 – The number of Overweight Commodity Permits within proposed screening 
vehicles ranges 
Overweight Commodity (OC) Permits – both, Steel and Agricultural Permits 
No. of axles 5 6 7 8-11 All axles 
Number of OC Permits 28,912 44,031 9,705 1,428 84,076 
No. of OC Permits satisfying 
Tennessee Formula when 
a=1.4 
28,826 41,371 9,682 1,428 81,307 
LFR method 
No. of “not-exceeding-IRV”    
OC Permits  
28,824 38,042 8,180 495 75,541 
No. of OC Permits that fall 
within the ranges 
28,400 27,841 4,771 0 61,012 
No. of OC Permits that fall 
within the ranges regarding 
axle spacings only 
28,518 40,092 9,379 0 77,989 
LRFR method 
No. of “not-exceeding-IRV”    
OC Permits  
28,828 7,350 4,327 290 40,795 
No. of OC Permits that fall 
within the ranges 
28,388 4,179 2,661 0 35,228 
No. of OC Permits that fall 
within the ranges regarding 
axle spacings only 
28,518 40,163 9,380 0 78,061 
Both methods, LFR and LRFR 
No. of “not-exceeding-IRV”    
OC Permits  
28,824 7,212 4,321 276 40,633 
No. of OC Permits that fall 
within the ranges 
28,388 4,048 2,309 0 34,745 
No. of OC Permits that fall 
within the ranges regarding 
axle spacings only 





Table 11 – The number of Non Overweight Commodity Permits within proposed 
screening vehicles ranges 
Non Overweight Commodity (non-OC) Permits 
No. of axles 2-4 5 6 7 8 9-20 All axles 
No. of non-OC Permits  7,466 30,865 69,162 40,177 31,258 9,836 188,764 
No. of non-OC Permits 
satisfying Tennessee Formula 
with a=1.4 
1,218 28,836 58,458 30,479 9,924 4,000 132,915 
LFR method 
No. of “not-exceeding-IRV”    
non-OC Permits  
2,454 28,821 59,146 30,049 8,047 1,997 130,514 
No. of non-OC Permits that 
fall within the ranges 
0 26,256 41,312 20,493 3,406 0 91,467 
No. of non-OC Permits that 
fall within the ranges 
regarding axle spacings only 
0 27,954 57,236 33,677 26,469 0 145,336 
LRFR method 
No. of “not-exceeding-IRV”    
non-OC Permits  
5,650 27,576 36,057 9,358 1,876 2,063 82,580 
No. of non-OC Permits that 
fall within the ranges 
0 23,582 21,552 4,438 722 0 50,294 
No. of non-OC Permits that 
fall within the ranges 
regarding axle spacings only 
0 27,914 56,179 28,074 25,236 0 137,403 
Both methods, LFR and LRFR 
No. of “not-exceeding-IRV”    
non-OC Permits  
2,446 27,348 35,347 9,298 1,860 369 76,668 
No. of non-OC Permits that 
fall within the ranges 
0 23,582 21,544 4,114 722 0 49,962 
No. of non-OC Permits that 
fall within the ranges 
regarding axle spacings only 






screening vehicles shown in Appendices A and B, if LFR method was employed. Similar 
results were obtained if only LRFR, or both methods, were used.       
Nevertheless, 73% (61,012/84,076=0.73) of all OC Permits and 48% 
(91,467/188,764=0.48) of all non-OC Permits are captured with the LFR set of screening 
vehicles. Smaller number of real permit trucks were captured, however, with the LRFR set 
of screening vehicles and with the set of screening vehicles safe for both methods. 
In addition, an important aspect of the method is the number of vehicles that fall 
within the proposed screening vehicles ranges regarding axle spacings only, and not 
necessarily when axle weights are considered. In these cases, if a truck’s axle weights are 
reduced to accommodate defined axle-weight requirements then the modified weight 
truck can still be used and permitted with modified axle weights. In other words, a truck 
GVW may simply need to be adjusted to an acceptable axle configuration. However, the 
majority of permit trucks have axle spacings that fall within the screening vehicles (Table 
10 and 11).  
In terms of practical implementation, if the presented screening method is 
employed to evaluate a permit request, then either the permit truck is immediately found 
to be acceptable and a permit can be issued or some other alternative must be explored. 
If the screening fails, one option is to use a refined analysis to further evaluate the 
acceptability of the permit request. However, this option will take additional time since it 
must be referred to the DOT for analysis and evaluation of the actual affected bridges. A 
second alternative is for the trucking company to decrease the axle weights for the 





trucking company to use a different truck axle configuration that passes one of the 
screening trucks ranges. The advantage of the last two options is that permit trucks can 
be immediately checked for possible acceptability using the new screening method. 
The OC and non-OC screening vehicles were both constructed to be entirely below 
the rating vehicles “envelopes of envelopes”. Consequently, both sets of screening 
vehicles (OC and non-OC) can be used for permitting decisions for any truck regardless of 
its administration name or purpose. 
All screening vehicles (with minimum axle spacings) from Appendices A and B 
were checked to see how much they exceed the Federal Bridge Formula (FBF). Maximum 
FBF violation of 50% was observed for O5-1 screening vehicle (for all three different sets 
of screening vehicles). Average and maximum violations of FBF (separately for LFR, for 
LRFR, and for set of screening vehicles safe for both methods) are shown in Table 12. 
Table 12 – Violation of the FBF for all screening vehicles 
 Average 
Violation of FBF 
 Maximum 
Violation of FBF 
Standard Deviation of 
the Violation of FBF 
LFR set of screening vehicles 1.35 1.50 0.10 
LRFR set of screening vehicles 1.30 1.50 0.11 
Set of screening vehicles safe 
for both methods 





5.2.2 Differences Between Proposed and Existing Methods  
As described in Chapter 2, there are various methods used to evaluate permit 
requests, including the Federal Bridge Formula and similar formula-type approaches 
based on it (where the allowed axle-group weight is determined based on the axle-group 
length for each axle group within a vehicle). The proposed screening method, however, 
insists on the clear and systematic approach that the load effects produced by permit 
loads should be entirely below rating vehicles “envelopes of envelopes”. These rating 
vehicles “envelopes of envelopes” are considered a minimum threshold for each non-
posted bridge.  
Furthermore, in all of the recommended axle configurations shown in Appendices 
A and B, the first and third axle spacings are given as variable spacings within a closed 
interval. It might be interpreted that longer trucks necessarily produce smaller load 
effects than shorter trucks with the same GVW and, thereby, have smaller chances to 
exceed load effects produced by a set of rating vehicles. However, the study showed that 
this conclusion is not entirely correct when the entire suite of bridges is considered. The 
explanation lies in the shape of the influence line for the moment above the support, 
where a longer truck’s axles can actually be positioned above larger values of the 
influence line than axles of a shorter truck. Consequently, a longer truck will often 
produce a larger negative moment above the support. So, fictitious trucks with all possible 
permutations of axle spacings (within closed intervals for first and third axle spacings) 
need to be checked, although it has been noticed that vehicles with the shortest axle 





vehicles are given as variables. But all these axle-spacing ranges, except first and third, 
vary by only two feet or less; it was assumed acceptable to consider only the lowest value 
for all spacings except first and third. This systematic approach ensures the safety of the 
method, which might not be the case with screening concepts where only minimum axle 
spacings are specified as the axle-spacing requirements.  
Lastly, it is also worth mentioning that the current HL-93 design loading includes 
HS-20 truck with one variable axle spacing, and all possible values of the variable spacing 
(shorter and longer) should be checked when designing a bridge. 
 
5.2.3 Constraints of the Developed Screening Method 
Screening vehicles presented herein are safe from the “structural” point of view; they 
produce smaller load effects (shear and moment) then the Indiana Rating Vehicles for the 
entire set of bridges. However, several single-axle and tandem-axle weights of the 
screening vehicles are relatively large – up to 24 kips for single axles and up to 48 kips for 
tandems. Consequently, there might be certain pavement-related issues, i.e. damage. 
However, it is suggested that on top of presented “structural” screening method, an 
additional pavement-related evaluation (such as ESAL method, which is already used by 





CHAPTER 6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDOT 
In order to solve INDOT’s problem with processing permit vehicles, both short-term 
and long-term recommendations are suggested. The short-term recommendation is 
available for fast implementation. On the other hand, the long-term recommendation 
requires additional study, but the overall idea is explored herein in detail. 
 
6.1 The Short-term Recommendation 
The short-term recommendation for processing overweight vehicle permit requests 
is one of the main deliverables of the SPR 39-13 project and it is available for fast 
implementation by INDOT.  
It is suggested that the procedure for evaluating permit requests should be 
organized as a two-step process: 
1. permit vehicles are checked with the screening vehicles, listed in Appendices 
A and B; if a permit truck is within any of the proposed screening vehicles 
ranges, the single-trip, “point-to-point” permit can be issued; however, 
2. if a permit vehicle does not belong to any of the screening vehicles, it is 





While developing the screening vehicles, the main focus was to include in their 
ranges as many permit trucks (from the IDOR database) as possible in order to decrease 
the number of permit trucks that should be referred to refined analyses by INDOT. Based 
on the permit database from 2014 and on the LFR analysis, approximately 56% of all 
permit requests (155,740 permits per year) would be within the screening vehicles (Table 
13); for these trucks single-trip, “point-to-point” permits can be issued in Step 1 described 
above. However, there are still a considerable number of permit trucks that would not be 
within the ranges of screening vehicles, and therefore, they should be further evaluated 
by INDOT in Step 2. As can be seen from Table 13, there would be approximately 121,360 
such permit requests (or 16,820 unique trucks) each year, again, according to the permit 
database from 2014 and based on the LFR analysis. In Table 13, results are shown if (a) 
only LFR method, (b) only LRFR method, or (c) both methods are used. However, it is a 
matter of engineering judgment or preference which method to use (or to use both) that 
might be decided by bridge owners. 
In addition, an important aspect of the screening method in Step 1 is a number of 
vehicles that fall within the proposed screening vehicles ranges regarding axle spacings 
only, and not necessarily when axle weights are considered. In these cases, if a truck’s 
axle weights are reduced – to accommodate defined axle-weight requirements – the 
same truck can still be used and permitted with modified axle weights. In other words, a 
truck needs to adjust itself to an acceptable axle configuration. However, a majority of 
permit trucks (approximately 82% of them or 227,478 permits per year, based on the 





vehicles (Table 13). Therefore, these overweight vehicles could adjust their axle weights 
to comply with the screening vehicles. 
Table 13 – The number of permits within the ranges of screening vehicles 
The total number of permit trucks = 277,100 
Total number of unique trucks = 42,511 
Method used LFR LRFR Both LFR and LRFR 






87,827           
(32%) 






189,273         
(68%) 
Number of unique trucks NOT within the 
ranges of screening vehicles 
16,820 27,621 27,822 
Number of permits within the ranges of 
screening vehicles regarding axle spacings 
only 
227,478 219,617 219,181 
 
As mentioned earlier, one of the main deliverables of the SPR 39-13 project is the set of 
the screening vehicles shown in Appendices A and B. A simple computer program or a 
spreadsheet containing all constructed screening vehicles can be easily made. Using this 
computer program or spreadsheet, non-technical personnel can automatically determine 





However, the crucial assumption for the entire method with the screening 
vehicles is that all bridges in a region (state) were load rated using appropriate set of 
rating vehicles (e.g., the IRVs in Indiana – Table 1). Moreover, a posted bridge is not 
allowed on a permit truck route. 
6.2 The Long-term Recommendation 
The long-term recommendation for evaluating overweight vehicle permit requests 
is beyond the scope of this thesis (and SPR 3913 project), but it is explored in some detail 
herein in order to determine the feasibility of its future development. Once developed, it 
should automate and more efficiently solve the problem with processing permit requests, 
an issue which confronts DOTs around the country. 
This long-term recommendation includes one additional step when compared to 
the short-term recommendation; i.e. it is a three-step approach. The proposed procedure 
includes the following steps: 
1. checking a permit vehicle with the screening vehicles listed in Appendices A and 
B – if a permit vehicle falls within the ranges of screening vehicles, a single-trip, 
“point-to-point’ permit can be issued; otherwise, the permit request should 
proceed to Step 2; 
2. permit request is submitted to a web-based, automated application that would 
run analyses (by comparing permit truck envelopes with rating vehicles 
envelopes) on all bridges that a permit truck will pass on its route; and 
3. if exceedances are noticed during the web-based application process on at least 





is referred to INDOT for refined analyses. Refined analyses should be done only 
for bridges where exceedances were noticed. 
The second step in the abovementioned procedure is new and beyond the scope 
of this study; it implies future development of a web-based application. This application 
should be in the form of a map where users – truck owners – could specify online a permit 
truck’s axle weights and axle spacings as well as permit truck’s route. From the route that 
the carrier sets on the web-based application, information about the span configurations 
of all bridges that the permit truck will pass on its route can be extracted from the INDOT 
bridge database. Having information about span configurations and a truck's axle 
configuration for a particular permit, the software routine developed can be used to 
analyze each bridge for the permit in question. If the moment and shear envelopes from 
the permit truck are not exceeding the moment and shear “envelopes of envelopes” 
produced by a set of rating vehicles on all bridges that the truck will pass on its route, 
then the single-trip, “point-to-point” permit can be automatically granted online.  
Additionally, if information about the Rating Factor (RF) for a particular bridge is 
available from the INDOT database, a set of rating vehicles can be changed for that bridge 
accordingly. For example, if the RF for some particular bridge is equal to one on the Design 
Load Level (first level in the rating of a bridge), then the set of rating vehicles used in the 
analysis for that bridge should be the design loading used in the rating of the bridge. Or, 
if the RF for some particular bridge is, for example, equal to 1.2 for the Legal Load Level 





Level), then the load effects produced by a set of rating vehicles should be multiplied by 
1.2 when comparing with permit truck envelopes. 
 If a permit truck falls within ranges of the proposed screening vehicles, then it can 
permitted without using the web-based application. This permit truck should pass the 
analyses performed by the web-based application for any route containing bridges with 
spans between 20 ft. and 200 ft., due to the method used to construct the screening 
vehicles. However, if a permit truck is not within any of the screening vehicles ranges, 
then the outcome of the application is not known in advance. The screening vehicles are 
intended to identify the acceptable trucks which can be used without concern for the 
web-based application output.  
The output of the web-based application could be either (a) yes, a single-trip, 
“point-to-point” permit can be issued for requested vehicle and for requested route, or 
(b) no, a single-trip, “point-to-point” permit cannot be issued for requested vehicle and 
for requested route, due to exceedance on bridge “X” and/or others. The axle weights of 
the denied vehicle and information about the bridges where exceedances occurred 
should be automatically sent to INDOT. The refined analyses should be performed only 
for the bridges where exceedances occurred. 
The development of the described web-based application is an extensive process, 
but absolutely doable. Once developed, information about rating vehicles and impact and 
load factors embedded in the application should be easily updated in the case of changes 
of load rating policy. Also, the bridge database should be also easily accessible in order to 





The main benefits of this web-based long-term application are that the entire process (a) 
is automated, (b) is based on the sound and clear approach which insists on comparing 
actual envelopes of a permit truck against the rating vehicles “envelopes of envelopes” 
for each bridge that a permit truck will pass on its route, and (c) tends to minimize the 
number of permits sent to refined analysis. The refined analysis should be required only 






CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS 
A new method for evaluating permit vehicles is presented. The focus of the study 
is on the new screening approach where permit loads and rating vehicles are directly 
compared in accordance with the current load rating requirements. The method employs 
a set of screening vehicles with their defined ranges as a solution for the rapid evaluation 
of overweight vehicles. Only by checking whether a truck’s axle weights and axle spacings 
are within any of the ranges of the proposed screening vehicles can a permit truck be 
safely permitted as a single-trip, “point-to-point” permit (without considering actual 
bridges that a truck will pass on its route). A simple computer program or a spreadsheet, 
containing all listed screening vehicles, can be easily made to implement this method. 
Using this computer program or spreadsheet, non-technical personnel can automatically 
determine whether or not a permit truck belongs to any of the screening vehicles.  
It can be concluded that the permit truck screening method has the following 
features: 
(a) it is safe – all “permutation” trucks constructed for each screening vehicle 
were checked against the defined set of rating vehicles (taken as the minimum 
threshold that any non-posted bridge must be able to withstand), on the 






(b) it is practical – a large number of actual permits would be granted using this 
method; 
(c) it can be easily implemented and used by non-technical personnel;  
(d) it helps to identify acceptable truck axle configurations to which the trucking 
industry might adjust in order to obtain maximum GVWs, which are still 
acceptable for the bridge inventory in a region; and 
(e) if widely adopted, it could decrease the non-uniformity of permitting 
processes for overweight vehicles among different state. 
Furthermore, even if the long-term recommendation for INDOT (described in 
Chapter 6) is adopted as a procedure for processing overweight vehicle permit requests, 
the screening vehicles will still identify acceptable trucks which can be used without 
concern for the web-based application output. However, if a permit truck is not within 
any of the screening vehicles ranges, then the outcome of the application is not known in 
advance.  
Finally, it is worth noting that the presented screening method is applicable to any 
region. State-specific parameters such as a set of rating vehicles, typical permit loads, and 
load and impact factors should be determined, and the entire process of developing 
screening vehicles can be repeated. Corresponding (newly developed) screening vehicles 
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Appendix A Set of Screening Vehicles for Overweight Commodity Permits 
Set of screening vehicles calibrated for Overweight Commodity Permits is presented in 
this appendix. Three different sets are provided. The screening vehicles, constructed 
when LFR analysis is used, are shown on Figures A.1 through A.6. Similarly, the screening 
vehicles based on LRFR analysis are provided on Figures A.7 through A.12. Finally, the 

















W ≤ 12 K                    W ≤ 22.5 K     W ≤ 22.5K                           W ≤ 20 K               W ≤ 20 K     
        S = 120’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’         S = 228’’–480’’            S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-2 
W ≤ 17 K                 W ≤ 20 K        W ≤ 20 K                               W ≤ 20K                W ≤ 20K  
         S = 144’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’       S = 228’’–420’’            S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-3 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 22.5 K        W ≤ 22.5 K                       W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K        
 
         S = 120’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–480’’             S = 48’’–72’’        
A5-4 
W ≤ 12 K                  W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20K                          W ≤ 22.5 K      W ≤ 22.5 K         
  
         S = 168’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’–420’’           S = 48’’–72’’          
A5-5 
W ≤ 13 K                 W ≤ 22 K           W ≤ 22 K                           W ≤ 20 K            W ≤ 20 K        
 
          S = 120’’–300’’         S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’-480’’           S = 48’’–72’’          
A5-6 
W ≤ 13 K                  W ≤ 22 K          W ≤ 22K                        W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 20 K       
 
       S = 120’’–300’’            S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’-480’’            S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-7 
W ≤ 13 K                   W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K                    W ≤ 22 K              W ≤ 22 K      
 
         S = 168’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’         S = 228’’–420’’         S = 48’’–72’’ 
A5-8 
W ≤ 17 K                   W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                       W ≤ 20 K             W ≤ 20 K      
 
           S = 120’’–300’’        S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–420’’          S = 48’’–72’’ 





W ≤ 11 K                   W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K                        W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18 K 
         S = 168’’–240’’         S=48’’–72’’    S = 168’’–240’’           S = 144’’ – 168’’   S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-2 
W ≤ 11 K            W ≤ 16 K       W ≤ 16 K                 W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K           W ≤ 18K         
 
        S = 168’’–240’’         S=48’’–72’’      S = 144’’–240’’           S=108’’ – 132’’    S=108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-3 
W ≤ 13 K              W ≤ 18 K     W ≤ 18 K                  W ≤ 16 K             W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K        
 
       S = 156’’–300’’           S=48’’–72’’       S = 168’’–420’’         S=108’’ – 132’’    S=108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-4 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 17 K     W ≤ 17 K                  W ≤ 17 K             W ≤ 17 K       W ≤ 17 K        
 
       S = 156’’–240’’          S=48’’–72’’   S = 168’’–300’’        S= 108’’ – 132’’   S=48’’–72’’ 
A6-5 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 17 K     W ≤ 17K                    W ≤ 17 K            W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K  
 
         S = 156’’–240’’        S=48’’–72’’        S = 120’’–288’’         S=108’’ – 132’’    S=108’’ – 132’’         
A6-6 
W ≤ 12 K          W ≤ 17 K        W ≤ 17K                     W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K      W ≤ 17 K  
 
        S = 168’’–264’’         S=42’’–66’’       S=168’’–420’’             S = 42’’–66’’  S=42’’–66’’     
A6-7 
W ≤ 13 K         W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K                W ≤ 16 K          W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K    
 
       S = 168’’–264’’         S=42’’–66’’      S=168’’–420’’                S = 42’’–66’’    S=42’’–66’’    







W ≤ 11K          W ≤ 17K      W ≤ 17K            W ≤ 13K           W ≤ 13K         W ≤ 13K   W ≤ 13K        
 
        S=168’’–240’’     S=48’’–72’’      S=108’’–240’’    S=108’’–132’’    S=42’’–66’’     S=42’’–66’’ 
A7-2 
W ≤ 14K   W≤16K          W≤16K              W≤12.75K     W≤12.75K      W≤12.75K     W≤12.75K        
 
   S=168’’–240’’      S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’       S=108’’–132’’    S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-3 
W≤12K       W≤13.5K      W≤13.5K            W ≤14.5K      W ≤ 14.5K        W≤14.5K    W≤14.5 K  
 
   S=168’’–240’’      S=48’’–72’’      S=108’’–240’’   S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’    S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-4 
W≤13K         W≤20K          W≤20K             W≤11 K          W≤11K             W ≤ 11K       W ≤ 11K  
 
      S=168’’–240’’   S=48’’–72’’     S=108’’–240’’    S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-5 
W ≤12K       W≤18.5K     W≤18.5K          W ≤12K             W ≤12K            W ≤ 12K        W≤12K  
 
   S=168’’–240’’      S=48’’–72’’    S=108’’–240’’     S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’ 
Figure A.3 – LFR analysis – OC Permits – Agricultural Permits with 7 axles 
S5-1 
W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24K                              W ≤ 20K                 W ≤ 20K     
        S = 144’’–360’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 252’’–480’’            S = 114’’ –132’’ 
S5-2 
W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24K                          W ≤ 20K                    W ≤ 20K  
          S = 132’’–143’’        S = 48’’–72’’        S = 252’’–348’’            S = 114’’ –132’’ 
S5-3 
W ≤ 20 K                  W ≤ 24 K        W ≤ 24 K                            W ≤ 20 K        W ≤ 20 K        
 
         S = 168’’–360’’         S=48’’–72’’       S = 276’’–432’’              S=48’’–72’’                   
S5-4 
W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20K                          W ≤ 24 K       W ≤ 24 K         
 
        S = 180’’–300’’          S=48’’–72’’        S = 276’’–420’’           S=48’’–72’’                   




W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K          W ≤ 24K                         W ≤ 20K            W ≤ 20K          W ≤ 20K     
       S =180’’–300’’        S = 48’’–72’’     S=318’’–426’’         S=60’’–72’’     S=60’’–72’’          
S6-2 
W ≤ 12K                  W ≤ 23K           W ≤ 23K                      W ≤ 18K                W≤18K               W≤18K  
       S =180’’–300’’       S = 48’’–72’’       S=264’’–420’’        S=48’’–72’’        S=48’’–72’’ 
S6-3 
W ≤ 20K              W ≤ 20K        W ≤ 20K                    W ≤ 20K          W ≤ 20K       W≤ 20K        
 
       S =180’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’    S =192’’–360’’         S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’    
S6-4 
W ≤ 12 K           W ≤ 24 K          W ≤ 24K                  W ≤ 20K            W ≤ 20K          W ≤ 20K        
 
         S =180’’–300’’   S=48’’–72’’        S =234’’–420’’     S=108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’ 
S6-5 
W ≤ 12K              W ≤ 20 K       W ≤ 20K                     W ≤ 19K             W ≤ 19K       W ≤ 19K        
 
      S =186’’–306’’         S=50’’–72’’   S=138’’–173’’            S=110’’–132’’  S=110’’–132’’ 
S6-6 
W ≤ 12K           W ≤22K             W ≤ 22K                    W ≤ 19K             W ≤ 19K      W ≤ 19 K      
 
          S =186’’–306’’     S=50’’–72’’   S =174’’–233’’           S=110’’–132’’  S=110’’–132’’         
S6-7 
W ≤ 12K                W≤24K         W ≤24K                       W≤20K                W≤20K        W≤20K    
 
       S =180’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’  S=300’’–360’’              S=108’’–132’’   S=48’’–72’’    
S6-8 
W ≤ 13K              W ≤ 24K        W ≤ 24K                   W ≤ 18.5K          W≤18.5K     W≤ 18.5K    
 
     S =192’’–300’’         S=50’’–72’’    S=198’’–233’’            S=122’’–132’’  S=122’’–132’’ 
S6-9 
W ≤ 12 K         W ≤ 17.5 K   W ≤ 17.5K                      W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K      W ≤ 18 K    
 
     S =180’’–264’’         S=51’’–72’’      S=108’–360’’           S=108’’–132’’     S=48’’–72’’          




W ≤ 12 K        W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18 K             W ≤ 18 K               W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K   
   S=216’’–300’’         S=48’’–72’’   S=116’’–360’’       S=120’’ –132’’    S=120’ –132’’  S=120’’ –132’’ 
S7-2 
W ≤ 13 K         W ≤ 20K       W ≤ 20K                W ≤ 15 K            W ≤ 15K                W ≤ 15 K           W ≤ 15 K       
   S=192’’–300’’          S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–192’’     S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’   
S7-3 
W≤16K            W≤16K         W ≤16K              W ≤18K               W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K                    W≤18K  
   S=168’’–300’’       S=48’’–72’’   S=138’’–360’’     S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’      S=108’’–132’’   
S7-4 
W ≤ 16K            W≤16K          W ≤ 16K              W≤18K               W≤18 K                W≤18K                W ≤ 18K  
   S=204’’–300’’       S=52’’–72’’  S=118’’–180’’        S=109’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’        S=120’’–132’’     
S7-5 
W ≤ 17K             W ≤ 17K        W ≤ 17K              W ≤ 17 K            W ≤ 17K              W ≤ 17 K            W ≤ 17K  
    S=216’’–300’’       S=48’’–72’’     S=114’’–264’’   S= 108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’     
S7-6 
W ≤ 12 K         W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16K              W ≤ 19K              W ≤ 19K                W ≤ 19K            W ≤ 19K  
       S=174’’–270’’   S=52’’–72’’       S=151’’–180’’   S=109’’–132’’        S=109’’–132’’  S=109’’–132’’     
S7-7 
W ≤ 11K           W ≤ 18K      W ≤ 18K            W ≤ 18.25K        W ≤ 18.25K           W ≤18.25K         W ≤ 18.25K  
      S=192’’–264’’  S=48’’–72’’        S=228’’–252’’   S=108’’–132’’      S=108’’–132’’    S=108’’–132’’    
S7-8 
W ≤ 12K         W≤18K            W≤ 18K                 W≤ 18K            W ≤18K                 W ≤18K               W≤ 18K  
       S=189’’–215’’  S=51’’–72’’      S=117’’–240’’      S=121’’–132’’    S=121’’–132’’      S=122’’–132’’    
S7-9 
W ≤14K         W≤17K            W ≤17K              W ≤18K               W ≤18K                  W ≤18K                W≤18K  
     S=219’’–264’’   S=52’’–72’’        S=126’’–240’’   S=109’’–132’’   S=109’’–121’’       S=109’’–132’’     




Figure A.6 continued 
S7-10 
W ≤12K            W ≤14K           W ≤14K               W ≤20K              W ≤20K                 W≤20K            W≤ 20K  
   S=198’’–288’’       S=52’’–72’’      S=116’’–240’’   S=121’’–132’’        S=121’’–132’’   S=121’’–132’’           
S7-11 
W ≤13K        W ≤15.5K         W ≤15.5K            W ≤17.5K             W ≤17.5K            W≤17.5K          W ≤17.5K  
   S=168’’–264’’         S=48’’–72’’   S=108’’–264’’   S=108’’–132’’         S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’           



















W ≤ 12 K                    W ≤ 22.5 K     W ≤ 22.5K                            W ≤ 20 K               W ≤ 20 K     
        S = 120’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’         S = 228’’–480’’         S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-2 
W ≤ 17 K                 W ≤ 20 K     W ≤ 20 K                               W ≤ 20K                W ≤ 20K  
         S = 144’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’       S = 228’’–420’’            S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-3 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 22.5 K        W ≤ 22.5 K                      W ≤ 20 K              W ≤ 20 K        
 
         S = 120’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–480’’          S = 48’’–72’’        
A5-4 
W ≤ 12 K                    W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20K                           W ≤ 22.5 K      W ≤ 22.5 K         
 
         S = 168’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’–420’’          S = 48’’–72’’          
A5-5 
W ≤ 13 K                 W ≤ 22 K     W ≤ 22 K                         W ≤ 20 K        W ≤ 20 K        
 
        S = 120’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’-480’’            S = 48’’–72’’          
A5-6 
W ≤ 13 K                  W ≤ 22 K          W ≤ 22K                       W ≤ 20 K                  W ≤ 20 K       
 
           S = 120’’–300’’       S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’-480’’             S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-7 
W ≤ 13 K                   W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K                       W ≤ 22 K           W ≤ 22 K      
 
         S = 168’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’         S = 228’’–420’’         S = 48’’–72’’ 
A5-8 
W ≤ 17 K                  W ≤ 20 K            W ≤ 20 K                      W ≤ 20 K            W ≤ 20 K      
 
         S = 120’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–420’’           S = 48’’–72’’ 





W ≤ 11 K                 W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K                        W ≤ 18 K             W ≤ 18 K        W ≤ 18 K 
         S = 168’’–240’’        S=48’’–72’’    S = 168’’–240’’            S = 144’’ – 168’’ S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-2 
W ≤ 11 K               W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K                 W ≤ 18 K              W ≤ 18 K        W ≤ 18K         
 
        S = 168’’–240’’        S=48’’–72’’        S = 144’’–240’’           S=108’’ – 132’’  S=108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-3 
W ≤ 13 K               W ≤ 18 K     W ≤ 18 K                    W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K      W ≤ 16 K        
 
       S = 156’’–300’’         S=48’’–72’’       S = 168’’–420’’            S=108’’ – 132’’    S=108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-4 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 17 K     W ≤ 17 K                  W ≤ 17 K            W ≤ 17 K      W ≤ 17 K        
 
       S = 156’’–240’’          S=48’’–72’’   S = 168’’–300’’         S= 108’’ – 132’’   S=48’’–72’’ 
A6-5 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17K                  W ≤ 17 K          W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K  
 
         S = 156’’–240’’         S=48’’–72’’        S = 120’’–288’’         S=108’’ – 132’’  S=108’’ – 132’’         
A6-6 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 17 K   W ≤ 17K                         W ≤ 17 K       W ≤ 17 K      W ≤ 17 K  
 
        S = 168’’–264’’        S=42’’–66’’       S=168’’–420’’              S = 42’’–66’’  S=42’’–66’’     
A6-7 
W ≤ 13 K         W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18 K                      W ≤ 16 K           W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K    
 
       S = 168’’–264’’         S=42’’–66’’      S=168’’–420’’                  S = 42’’–66’’  S=42’’–66’’    







W ≤ 11K           W ≤ 17K              W ≤ 17K         W ≤ 13K         W ≤ 13K       W ≤ 13K    W ≤ 13K        
 
     S=168’’–240’’          S=48’’–72’’ S=108’’–240’’         S=108’’–132’’  S=42’’–66’’      S=42’’–66’’ 
A7-2 
W ≤ 14K       W≤16K      W≤16K           W≤12.75K         W≤12.75K        W≤12.75K  W≤12.75K        
 
   S=168’’–240’’      S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’        S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-3 
W≤12K        W≤13.5K      W≤13.5K          W ≤14.5K          W ≤ 14.5K       W≤14.5K   W≤14.5 K  
 
   S=168’’–240’’       S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’        S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’      S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-4 
W≤13K            W≤20K        W≤20K             W≤11 K              W≤11K         W ≤ 11K      W ≤ 11K  
 
      S=168’’–240’’   S=48’’–72’’       S=108’’–240’’  S=108’’–132’’      S=108’’–132’’ S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-5 
W ≤12K       W≤18.5K    W ≤18.5K            W ≤12K           W ≤12K             W ≤ 12K       W≤12K  
 
   S=168’’–240’’       S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’       S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’    S=108’’–132’’ 
Figure A.9 – LRFR analysis – OC Permits – Agricultural Permits with 7 axles 
S5-1 
W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 24 K              W ≤ 24K                        W ≤ 20K                   W ≤ 20K     
        S = 144’’–360’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 252’’–480’’          S = 114’’ –132’’ 
S5-2 
W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 24 K               W ≤ 24K                    W ≤ 20K                      W ≤ 20K  
          S = 132’’–143’’        S = 48’’–72’’        S = 252’’–348’’         S = 114’’ –132’’ 
S5-3 
W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 24 K         W ≤ 24 K                        W ≤ 20 K        W ≤ 20 K        
 
             S = 168’’–360’’     S=48’’–72’’         S = 276’’–432’’            S=48’’–72’’                   
S5-4 
W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 20 K        W ≤ 20K                             W ≤ 24 K       W ≤ 24 K         
 
        S = 180’’–300’’            S=48’’–72’’        S = 276’’–420’’           S=48’’–72’’                   




W ≤ 13 K                     W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20K                      W ≤ 18K            W ≤ 18K          W ≤ 18K     
       S =180’’–264’’        S = 48’’–72’’       S=264’’–420’’     S=48’’–72’’       S=48’’–72’’          
S6-2 
W ≤ 12 K                  W ≤ 24 K        W ≤ 24K                        W ≤ 20K               W ≤ 20K           W ≤ 20K  
       S=244’’–254’’          S=52’’–72’’    S=235’’–242’’          S=122’’–132’’  S=122’’–132’’ 
S6-3 
W ≤ 13K              W ≤ 22K          W ≤ 22K                    W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20K       W≤ 20 K        
 
       S =180’’–203’’        S=48’’–72’’    S =216’’–240’’         S=114’’–132’’  S=114’’–132’’    
S6-4 
W ≤ 13 K               W ≤ 22 K      W ≤ 22K                   W ≤ 19 K          W ≤ 19 K        W ≤ 19 K        
 
       S =180’’–300’’        S=50’’–72’’  S =114’’–215’’          S=110’’–132’’   S=110’’–132’’ 
S6-5 
W ≤ 14 K            W ≤ 19.5 K     W ≤ 19.5K                  W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20 K      W ≤ 20 K        
 
      S =192’’–300’’         S=48’’–72’’   S=253’’–420’’             S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’ 
S6-6 
W ≤ 13K              W ≤24K        W ≤ 24K                   W ≤ 18.5K          W ≤ 18.5K  W ≤ 18.5 K      
 
         S =180’’–300’’     S=50’’–72’’        S =180’’–240’’       S=111’’–132’’    S=111’’–132’’         
S6-7 
W ≤ 13 K               W≤22K       W ≤22K                        W≤20K                W≤20 K       W≤20 K    
 
       S =204’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’  S=216’’–252’’              S=114’’–132’’  S=114’’–132’’    
S6-8 
W ≤ 18K                W ≤ 18K     W ≤ 18K                     W ≤ 20K             W ≤ 20K       W ≤ 20 K    
 
         S =180’’–300’’     S=48’’–72’’    S=192’’–252’’            S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’ 
S6-9 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 21 K      W ≤ 21K                     W ≤ 18 K           W ≤ 18 K      W ≤ 18 K    
 
        S =180’’–264’’    S=48’’–72’’      S=108’–360’’               S=108’’–132’’  S=48’’–72’’          




W ≤ 15.4 K         W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K              W ≤ 18 K                W ≤ 18 K          W ≤ 18 K          W ≤ 18 K   
   S=234’’–270’’          S=51’’–72’’   S=150’’–360’’       S=108’’ –132’’ S=108’ –132’’     S=109’’ –132’’ 
S7-2 
W ≤ 15.5 K         W ≤ 17       W ≤ 17 K             W ≤ 17 K             W ≤ 17K                W ≤ 17 K           W ≤ 17 K       
   S=180’’–239’’         S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–264’’       S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’ –132’’       S=108’’–132’’   
S7-3 
W≤15.4K          W≤16K        W ≤16K               W ≤18K             W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K                   W≤18K  
   S=204’’–264’’      S=52’’–72’’   S=113’’–149’’      S=119’’–132’’   S=119’’–132’’       S=119’’–132’’   
S7-4 
W ≤ 11K          W≤18K               W ≤ 18K          W≤18.25 K       W≤18.25 K       W≤18.25 K      W≤18.25 K  
   S=192’’–264’’       S=48’’–72’’  S=228’’–252’’         S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’     
S7-5 
W ≤ 12K         W ≤ 16K           W ≤ 16K           W ≤ 17.5K            W ≤ 17.5K           W ≤ 17.5K       W ≤ 17.5K  
       S=204’’–264’’   S=48’’–72’’      S=108’’–180’’   S= 108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’     
S7-6 
W ≤ 12 K         W≤16.5 K       W ≤ 16.5K           W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K               W ≤ 18K           W ≤ 18K  
       S=204’’–264’’   S=48’’–72’’       S=108’’–180’’   S=108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’     
S7-7 
W ≤ 12K         W ≤ 18K          W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K               W ≤ 18K               W ≤18K             W ≤ 18K  
    S=216’’–264’’       S=52’’–72’’   S=132’’–264’’       S=122’’–132’’  S=122’’–132’’       S=122’’–132’’    
S7-8 
W ≤ 16K         W≤16K        W ≤16K                   W≤18K                 W ≤18K              W ≤18K               W≤ 18K  
       S=228’’–300’’  S=52’’–72’’      S=126’’–240’’   S=110’’–132’’        S=122’’–132’’  S=122’’–132’’    
S7-9 
W ≤16K            W≤16K         W ≤16K               W ≤18K                W ≤18K                W ≤18K              W≤18K  
     S=201’’–300’’   S=52’’–72’’      S=174’’–360’’   S=110’’–132’’         S=110’’–121’’   S=110’’–132’’     




Figure A.12 continued 
S7-10 
W ≤12K           W ≤22K          W ≤22K               W ≤15K                W ≤15K                W≤15K           W ≤ 15K  
   S=180’’–264’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=108’’–264’’      S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’         S=108’’–132’’           
S7-11 
 W≤14K            W≤15.5K       W ≤ 15.5K              W ≤ 18K              W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K         W ≤ 18K 
    L=168’-264’’          L=48’’–72’’    L=108’’–264’’   L=108’’–132’’          L=108’’–132’’  L=108’’–132’’              


















W ≤ 12 K                   W ≤ 22.5 K       W ≤ 22.5K                        W ≤ 20 K               W ≤ 20 K     
        S = 120’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–480’’           S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-2 
W ≤ 17 K                  W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K                           W ≤ 20K                W ≤ 20K  
         S = 144’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’       S = 228’’–420’’             S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-3 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 22.5 K         W ≤ 22.5 K                      W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20 K        
 
            S = 120’’–300’’      S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–480’’              S = 48’’–72’’        
A5-4 
W ≤ 12 K                   W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20K                            W ≤ 22.5 K      W ≤ 22.5 K         
 
         S = 168’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’–420’’      S = 48’’–72’’          
A5-5 
W ≤ 13 K                 W ≤ 22 K           W ≤ 22 K                         W ≤ 20 K            W ≤ 20 K        
 
        S = 120’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’          S = 228’’-480’’            S = 48’’–72’’          
A5-6 
W ≤ 13 K                   W ≤ 22 K          W ≤ 22K                         W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 20 K       
 
           S = 120’’–300’’       S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’-480’’              S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A5-7 
W ≤ 13 K                   W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K                       W ≤ 22 K           W ≤ 22 K      
 
         S = 168’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’         S = 228’’–420’’        S = 48’’–72’’ 
A5-8 
W ≤ 17 K                    W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                      W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20 K      
 
      S = 120’’–300’’             S = 48’’–72’’        S = 228’’–420’’          S = 48’’–72’’ 





W ≤ 11 K                 W ≤ 16 K         W ≤ 16 K                     W ≤ 18 K                W ≤ 18 K          W ≤ 18 K 
         S = 168’’–240’’        S=48’’–72’’    S = 168’’–240’’            S = 144’’ – 168’’ S = 108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-2 
W ≤ 11 K            W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K                  W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K        W ≤ 18K         
 
        S = 168’’–240’’         S=48’’–72’’      S = 144’’–240’’            S=108’’ – 132’’  S=108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-3 
W ≤ 13 K              W ≤ 18 K     W ≤ 18 K                   W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K        
 
           S = 156’’–300’’      S=48’’–72’’       S = 168’’–420’’          S=108’’ – 132’’    S=108’’ – 132’’ 
A6-4 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 17 K     W ≤ 17 K                   W ≤ 17 K             W ≤ 17 K        W ≤ 17 K        
 
       S = 156’’–240’’          S=48’’–72’’   S = 168’’–300’’         S= 108’’ – 132’’   S=48’’–72’’ 
A6-5 
W ≤ 12 K              W ≤ 17 K        W ≤ 17K                   W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K  
 
         S = 156’’–240’’        S=48’’–72’’        S = 120’’–288’’         S=108’’ – 132’’  S=108’’ – 132’’         
A6-6 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 17 K       W ≤ 17K                      W ≤ 17 K       W ≤ 17 K      W ≤ 17 K  
 
        S = 168’’–264’’         S=42’’–66’’       S=168’’–420’’             S = 42’’–66’’  S=42’’–66’’     
A6-7 
W ≤ 13 K            W ≤ 18 K   W ≤ 18 K                       W ≤ 16 K           W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K    
 
       S = 168’’–264’’          S=42’’–66’’      S=168’’–420’’                S = 42’’–66’’  S=42’’–66’’    







W ≤ 11K           W ≤ 17K        W ≤ 17K           W ≤ 13K          W ≤ 13K         W ≤ 13K   W ≤ 13K        
 
     S=168’’–240’’          S=48’’–72’’ S=108’’–240’’        S=108’’–132’’  S=42’’–66’’      S=42’’–66’’ 
A7-2 
W ≤ 14K      W≤16K         W ≤ 16K         W≤12.75K     W ≤ 12.75K     W≤12.75K   W ≤12.75K        
 
   S=168’’–240’’      S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’        S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-3 
W≤12K          W≤13.5K   W≤13.5K          W ≤14.5K          W ≤ 14.5K      W≤14.5K   W≤14.5 K  
 
     S=168’’–240’’  S=48’’–72’’        S=108’’–240’’   S=108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-4 
W≤13K         W≤20K        W≤20K               W≤11 K              W≤11K         W ≤ 11K      W ≤ 11K  
 
   S=168’’–240’’        S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’    S=108’’–132’’      S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’ 
A7-5 
W ≤12K       W≤18.5K     W≤ 18.5K         W ≤12K             W ≤12K            W ≤ 12K       W≤12K  
 
   S=168’’–240’’       S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–240’’      S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’      S=108’’–132’’ 
Figure A.15 – Both methods – OC Permits – Agricultural Permits with 7 axles 
S5-1 
W ≤ 20 K                W ≤ 24 K            W ≤ 24K                         W ≤ 20K                    W ≤ 20K     
        S = 144’’–360’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 252’’–480’’           S = 114’’ –132’’ 
S5-2 
W ≤ 20 K                    W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24K                          W ≤ 20K                    W ≤ 20K  
          S = 132’’–143’’        S = 48’’–72’’        S = 252’’–348’’           S = 114’’ –132’’ 
S5-3 
W ≤ 20 K             W ≤ 24 K             W ≤ 24 K                            W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20 K        
 
         S = 168’’–360’’          S=48’’–72’’       S = 276’’–432’’            S=48’’–72’’                   
S5-4 
W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20K                          W ≤ 24 K       W ≤ 24 K         
 
        S = 180’’–300’’          S=48’’–72’’        S = 276’’–420’’            S=48’’–72’’                   




W ≤ 13 K                  W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20K                       W ≤ 18K            W ≤ 18K          W ≤ 18K     
       S =180’’–264’’        S = 48’’–72’’     S=264’’–420’’          S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’          
S6-2 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K        W ≤ 24K                         W ≤ 20K               W ≤ 20K          W ≤ 20K  
       S=244’’–254’’         S=52’’–72’’    S=237’’–242’’           S=122’’–132’’  S=122’’–132’’ 
S6-3 
W ≤ 13K              W ≤ 22K         W ≤ 22K                   W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20K       W≤ 20 K        
 
       S =180’’–203’’        S=48’’–72’’    S =216’’–240’’         S=114’’–132’’  S=114’’–132’’    
S6-4 
W ≤ 13 K             W ≤ 22 K      W ≤ 22K                     W ≤ 19 K          W ≤ 19 K        W ≤ 19 K        
 
       S =198’’–306’’        S=50’’–72’’  S =174’’–215’’          S=110’’–132’’   S=110’’–132’’ 
S6-5 
W ≤ 14 K       W ≤ 19.5 K          W ≤ 19.5K                   W ≤ 20 K           W ≤ 20 K     W ≤ 20 K        
 
      S =192’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’       S=253’’–420’’         S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’ 
S6-6 
W ≤ 13K               W ≤24K        W ≤ 24K                  W ≤ 18.5K         W ≤ 18.5K   W ≤ 18.5 K      
 
         S =192’’–300’’     S=50’’–72’’         S =198’’–240’’      S=122’’–132’’   S=122’’–132’’         
S6-7 
W ≤ 13 K                W≤22K       W ≤22K                        W≤20K               W≤20 K       W≤20 K    
 
       S =204’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’       S=216’’–252’’        S=114’’–132’’    S=114’’–132’’    
S6-8 
W ≤ 18K            W ≤ 18K          W ≤ 18K                    W ≤ 20K             W ≤ 20K       W ≤ 20 K    
 
         S =180’’–300’’     S=48’’–72’’    S=192’’–252’’            S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’ 
S6-9 
W ≤ 12 K            W ≤ 17.5 K   W ≤ 17.5K                  W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K      W ≤ 18 K    
 
         S =180’’–264’’    S=51’’–72’’      S=108’–360’’              S=108’’–132’’  S=48’’–72’’          




W ≤ 15.4 K        W ≤ 16 K     W ≤ 16 K               W ≤ 18 K              W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K          W ≤ 18 K   
   S=234’’–270’’         S=51’’–72’’   S=150’’–360’’        S=108’’ –132’’ S=108’ –132’’    S=109’’ –132’’ 
S7-2 
W ≤ 15.5 K          W ≤ 17       W ≤ 17 K             W ≤ 17 K              W ≤ 17K                W ≤ 17 K           W ≤ 17 K       
       S=183’’–239’’    S=48’’–72’’      S=111’’–264’’   S=112’’–132’’  S=112’’ –132’’       S=112’’–132’’   
S7-3 
W≤15.4K          W≤16K          W ≤16K              W ≤18K             W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K                   W≤18K  
   S=204’’–264’’      S=52’’–72’’   S=113’’–149’’      S=119’’–132’’   S=119’’–132’’       S=119’’–132’’   
S7-4 
W ≤ 11K           W≤18K            W ≤ 18K         W≤18.25 K            W≤18.25 K          W≤18.25 K      W≤18.25 K  
   S=192’’–264’’       S=48’’–72’’  S=228’’–252’’        S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’     
S7-5 
W ≤ 12K          W ≤ 16K         W ≤ 16K            W ≤ 17.5K             W ≤ 17.5K           W ≤ 17.5K        W ≤17.5K  
    S=204’’–264’’        S=48’’–72’’  S=108’’–180’’       S= 108’’–132’’     S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’     
S7-6 
W ≤ 12 K         W≤16.5 K      W ≤ 16.5K            W ≤ 18K              W ≤ 18K               W ≤ 18K          W ≤ 18K  
      S=208’’–264’’   S=52’’–72’’        S=117’’–180’’   S=110’’–132’’      S=110’’–132’’     S=110’’–132’’     
S7-7 
W ≤ 12K         W ≤ 18K          W ≤ 18K               W ≤ 18K            W ≤ 18K                W ≤18K             W ≤ 18K  
      S=216’’–264’’  S=52’’–72’’        S=132’’–264’’   S=122’’–132’’      S=122’’–132’’    S=122’’–132’’    
S7-8 
W ≤ 16K            W≤16K        W≤16K                 W≤18K                W ≤18K                W ≤18K              W≤ 18K  
    S=228’’–300’’       S=52’’–72’’  S=126’’–240’’      S=110’’–132’’    S=122’’–132’’       S=122’’–132’’    
S7-9 
W ≤16K           W≤16K            W ≤16K                W ≤18K              W ≤18K              W ≤18K               W≤18K  
    S=201’’–300’’   S=52’’–72’’       S=174’’–360’’   S=110’’–132’’        S=110’’–121’’   S=110’’–132’’     
S7-10 
W ≤13K          W ≤15.5K        W ≤15.5K           W ≤17.5K             W ≤17.5K          W≤17.5K           W≤17.5K  
   S=168’’–264’’         S=48’’–72’’   S=108’’–264’’     S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’         S=108’’–132’’           
Figure A.18 – Both methods – OC Permits – Steel Permits with 7 axles  
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Appendix B Set of Screening Vehicles for Non Overweight Commodity Permits 
Set of screening vehicles calibrated for permits other than Overweight Commodity 
Permits is presented in this appendix. Three different sets are provided. The screening 
vehicles, constructed when LFR analysis is used, are shown on Figures B.1 through B.4. 
Similarly, the screening vehicles based on LRFR analysis are provided on Figures B.5 
through B.8. Finally, the screening vehicles, constructed when both methods are used, 
















W ≤ 12 K                     W ≤ 24 K        W ≤ 24K                              W ≤ 24K                    W ≤ 24K     
        S = 108’’–300’’         S = 48’’–72’’          S = 300’’–840’’             S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O5-2 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K           W ≤ 24 K                           W ≤ 24K                W ≤ 24K  
         S = 108’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’       S = 252’’–840’’            S = 114’’ – 132’’ 
O5-3 
W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 24 K           W ≤ 24 K                         W ≤ 24 K            W ≤ 24 K        
 
         S = 168’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 276’’–840’’           S = 114’’–132’’        
O5-4 
W ≤ 20 K                    W ≤ 24 K         W ≤ 24 K                         W ≤ 24 K             W ≤ 24 K        
 
         S = 156’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’          S = 312’’–840’’          S = 48’’–72’’          
O5-5 
W ≤ 14.5 K                 W ≤ 20 K     W ≤ 20 K                            W ≤ 20 K              W ≤ 20 K        
 
        S = 168’’–252’’           S = 48’’–72’’      S = 1080’’–1500’’          S = 120’’–132’’          











W ≤ 16 K                    W ≤ 24K        W ≤ 24K                        W ≤ 21K            W ≤ 21 K        W ≤ 21 K 
         S = 168’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’        S = 427’’–1560’’       S =48’’–72’’            S =48’’–72’’     
O6-2 
W ≤ 12 K          W ≤ 24 K          W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 20 K             W ≤ 20 K        W ≤ 20K         
 
        S = 168’’–300’’         S=48’’–72’’    S = 354’’–426’’                  S =48’’–72’’       S =48’’–72’’   
O6-3 
W ≤ 13 K              W ≤ 20 K     W ≤ 20 K            W ≤ 20 K                     W ≤ 20 K      W ≤ 20 K        
 
       S = 120’’–288’’            S=48’’–72’’  S = 48’’–72’’         S=348’’ – 840’’                   S=48’’ – 72’’ 
















W ≤ 16.5 K         W ≤ 18K     W ≤ 18K             W ≤ 18K                W ≤ 18.5K        W ≤ 18.5K         W ≤ 18.5K   
   S=120’’–300’’         S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’          S=336’’ –1200’’  S=48’ –72’’           S=48’’–72’’ 
O7-2 
W ≤ 14 K         W ≤ 20K         W ≤ 20K           W ≤ 18 K           W ≤ 18K                 W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18 K       
   S=162’’–300’’          S=51’’–72’’  S=375’’–747’’     S=51’’–72’’             S=51’’–72’’      S=51’’–72’’   
O7-3 
W≤14K          W≤20 K         W ≤20K            W ≤20K                  W ≤ 20K              W ≤ 20K                 W≤20K  
     S=156’’–300’’  S=51’’–72’’       S=51’’–72’’    S=408’’–1200’’      S=51’’–72’’           S=51’’–72’’   
O7-4 
W ≤ 16K        W≤20K            W ≤ 20K          W≤20K                    W≤20 K                W ≤20K               W ≤20K  
   S=129’’–300’’       S=53’’–72’’  S=54’’–72’’         S=429’’–924’’         S=54’’–72’’       S=54’’–72’’     
O7-5 
W ≤ 13K             W ≤ 22K        W ≤ 22K                W ≤ 10 K              W ≤ 10K            W ≤ 10 K        W ≤ 10K  
    S=204’’–252’’        S=51’’–72’’  S=1320’’–1500’’       S= 54’’–72’’      S=54’’–72’’         S=54’’–72’’     
O7-6 
W ≤ 12 K         W≤17 K          W ≤ 17K               W ≤ 17K               W ≤ 17K               W ≤ 17K         W ≤ 17K  
    S=174’’–300’’       S=42’’–66’’  S=116’’–240’’        S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’       S=108’’–132’’     











W ≤12K     W ≤17K         W ≤17K           W ≤ 17K                         W ≤17K         W ≤17K        W ≤17K      W ≤ 17K   
   S=144’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’          S=408’’–780’’                    S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’       S=48’’–72’’    
O8-2 
W ≤16K       W ≤16K     W ≤16K            W ≤ 16K                         W ≤17K          W ≤17K         W ≤17K       W ≤ 17K   
   S=120’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’        S=360’’–780’’                         S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’    
O8-3 
 W ≤16K       W ≤17K     W ≤17K            W ≤ 17K                          W ≤16K         W ≤16K        W ≤16K    W ≤ 16K   
   S=120’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’             S=384’’–780’’                  S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’       S=48’’–72’’    
O8-4 
 W ≤12K         W ≤16K     W ≤16K            W ≤ 14.5K           W ≤14.5K            W≤13K             W≤13K      W≤ 13K   
   S=180’’–300’’       S=48’’–72’’   S=300’’–480’’        S=108’’–132’’  S=108’ –132’’                S=48’’–72’’    S=48’’ –72’’ 
O8-5 
W ≤14K        W ≤20K     W ≤20K         W ≤ 20K                          W ≤15K           W ≤15K          W ≤15K     W ≤ 15K   
      S=144’’–300’’   S=48’’–72’’       S=48’’–72’’         S=396’’–780’’              S=48’’–72’’            S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’    
O8-6 
W ≤14K       W ≤20K         W ≤20K           W ≤ 20K                      W ≤17K             W ≤17K         W ≤17K    W ≤ 17K   
   S=178’’–300’’        S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’         S=408’’–780’’                        S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’       S=54’’–72’’    
O8-7 
W ≤16K        W ≤19K        W ≤19K         W ≤ 19K              W ≤19K           W ≤19K             W ≤19K          W ≤ 19K   
   S=156’’–300’’        S=52’’–72’’   S=52’’–72’’         S=408’’–660’’         S=52’’ –72’’         S=52’’–72’’        S=168’’ –192’’ 
O8-8 
W ≤14K         W ≤20K        W ≤20K             W ≤ 20K           W ≤15K        W ≤15K                W ≤15K      W ≤ 15K   
   S=170’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’   S=51’’–72’’           S=349’’–395’’        S=49’–72’’        S=49’’–72’’            S=49’’–72’’ 
O8-9 
W ≤14K          W ≤20K     W ≤20K           W ≤ 20K              W ≤17K           W ≤17K            W ≤17K          W ≤ 17K   
   S=120’’–300’’       S=52’’–72’’   S=52’’–72’’           S=780’’–876’’    S=52’’–72’’             S=52’’–72’’           S=52’’–72’’       





W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24K                                    W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K     
        S = 156’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’         S = 300’’–348’’             S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O5-2 
 W ≤ 12 K                     W ≤ 24 K         W ≤ 24K                                W ≤ 24 K                     W ≤ 24 K  
         S = 180’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’       S = 252’’–840’’             S = 114’’ – 132’’ 
O5-3 
W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 22 K        W ≤ 22 K                            W ≤ 22 K           W ≤ 22 K        
 
         S = 156’’–300’’          S = 48’’–72’’        S = 276’’–480’’            S = 114’’–132’’        
O5-4 
W ≤ 18 K                   W ≤ 22 K         W ≤ 22 K                         W ≤ 22 K              W ≤ 22 K        
 
         S = 156’’–300’’         S = 48’’–72’’           S = 312’’–840’’          S = 48’’–72’’          
O5-5 
W ≤ 12 K                    W ≤ 24 K             W ≤ 24K                               W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K        
 
        S = 222’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’          S=300’’–840’’             S=48’’–72’’          
O5-6 
W ≤ 12 K                      W ≤ 24 K           W ≤ 24K                                W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K       
 
       S = 156’’–300’’            S = 48’’–72’’        S = 528’’–840’’            S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O5-7 
W ≤ 12 K                   W ≤ 23 K          W ≤ 23 K                        W ≤ 23 K           W ≤ 23 K      
 
         S = 156’’–222’’           S = 48’’–72’’         S = 300’’–528’’         S = 48’’–72’’ 
O5-8 
W ≤ 14.5 K               W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                       W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K      
 
      S = 168’’–252’’              S = 48’’–72’’     S =1080’’–1500’’          S=120’’–132’’ 





W ≤ 13 K                W ≤ 21 K     W ≤ 21 K                          W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18 K 
         S = 204’’–300’’         S=51’’–72’’    S = 420’’–1200’’      S = 48’’ – 72’’     S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O6-2 
W ≤ 13 K          W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                    W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K      W ≤ 18K         
 
        S = 174’’–203’’         S=48’’–72’’    S = 420’’–1200’’            S=48’’–72’’            S=48’’–72’’ 
O6-3 
W ≤ 13 K                W ≤ 21 K        W ≤ 21 K                          W ≤ 18 K           W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18 K        
 
          S = 168’’–300’’      S=48’’–72’’        S=1200’’–1560’’       S=48’’ – 72’’            S=48’’ – 72’’ 
O6-4 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 24 K       W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 16 K           W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K        
 
       S = 189’’–300’’         S=52’’–72’’    S = 420’’–780’’         S= 48’’ – 72’’      S=48’’–72’’ 
O6-5 
W ≤ 12 K         W ≤ 23 K     W ≤ 23K             W ≤ 17 K       W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K  
 
         S = 205’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’         S = 420’’–720’’            S=53’’ – 72’’      S=53’’ – 72’’         
O6-6 
W ≤ 13 K            W ≤ 21 K      W ≤ 21K                       W ≤ 17 K      W ≤ 17 K       W ≤ 17 K  
 
        S = 168’’–300’’         S=48’’–72’’         S=318’’–426’’           S = 48’’–72’’  S=48’’–72’’     
O6-7 
W ≤ 14 K             W ≤ 20 K       W ≤ 20 K                    W ≤ 18 K           W ≤ 18 K       W ≤ 18 K    
 
       S = 180’’–300’’          S=48’’–72’’      S=420’’–780’’                S = 48’’–72’’  S=48’’–72’’    
O6-8 
W ≤ 13 K            W ≤ 19 K      W ≤ 19 K               W ≤ 19 K             W ≤ 19 K         W ≤ 19 K    
 
       S = 174’’–288’’         S=49’’–72’’      S=49’’–72’’              S = 348’’–840’’       S=49’’–72’’    





W ≤ 14 K        W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K               W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K          W ≤ 16 K   
   S=171’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’   S=51’’–72’’          S=414’’–1200’’     S=49’’ –72’’      S=49’’–72’’ 
O7-2 
W ≤ 12.5 K         W ≤ 16K       W ≤ 16 K       W ≤ 16 K              W ≤ 16K                W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K       
   S=150’’–240’’          S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’     S=384’’–600’’           S=54’’–72’’     S=54’’–72’’      
O7-3 
W≤12K          W≤16K            W ≤16K           W ≤16K                  W ≤ 16K               W ≤ 16K               W≤16K  
   S=168’’–240’’       S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’     S=360’’–408’’              S=48’’–72’’     S=48’’–72’’      
O7-4 
W ≤ 12K          W≤16K         W ≤ 16K                 W≤16 K              W≤16 K              W≤16K               W≤16 K  
   S=168’’–300’’       S=51’’–72’’  S=375’’–660’’      S=51’’–72’’              S=51’’–72’’       S=51’’–72’’   
O7-5 
W ≤ 12K          W ≤ 16K        W ≤ 16K            W ≤ 16K                  W ≤ 16K               W ≤ 16K           W ≤ 16K  
    S=138’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’  S=54’’–72’’         S= 414’’–600’’         S=54’’–72’’       S=54’’–72’’    
O7-6 
W ≤ 13 K       W≤22 K           W ≤ 22K                        W ≤ 10K               W ≤ 10K          W ≤ 10K      W ≤ 10K  
    S=204’’–252’’        S=51’’–72’’  S=1320’’–1500’’               S=54’’–72’’    S=54’’–72’’       S=54’’–72’’        
O7-7 
W ≤ 16K         W ≤ 19K          W ≤ 19K           W ≤ 19K                         W ≤ 19K             W ≤19K         W≤ 19K  
    S=172’’–252’’       S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’           S=756’’–900’’                S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’    
O7-8 
W ≤ 12K         W≤15K            W ≤15K          W ≤15K                       W ≤17K            W ≤17K           W≤ 17K  
    S=156’’–300’’       S=51’’–72’’  S=51’’–72’’           S=384’’–1200’’        S=51’’–72’’    S=51’’–72’’     
O7-9 
W ≤14K         W≤20K              W ≤20K                W ≤15K             W ≤15K              W ≤15K               W≤15K  
     S=228’’–300’’   S=52’’–72’’      S=444’’–1200’’     S=52’’–72’’      S=52’’–72’’             S=52’’–72’’   




Figure B.7 continued 
O7-10 
W ≤12K           W ≤17K            W ≤17K              W ≤17K                W ≤18K               W≤18K            W ≤18K  
   S=174’’–300’’         S=42’’–66’’   S=116’’–240’’   S=108’’–132’’         S=108’’–132’’   S=108’’–132’’           
O7-11 
W ≤14K         W≤21K            W ≤21K                  W ≤13.5K           W ≤13.5K             W ≤13.5K        W≤13.5K  
     S=180’’–300’’   S=48’’–72’’        S=408’’–960’’         S=54’’–72’’        S=54’’–72’’           S=54’’–72’’     
O7-12 
W ≤16K           W ≤15K           W ≤15K           W ≤15K                     W ≤15K              W≤15K            W ≤15K  
     S=150’’–240’’   S=54’’–72’’        S=54’’–72’’   S=408’’–720’’                 S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’    




W ≤14K     W ≤14K          W ≤14K             W ≤ 14K               W ≤13K          W ≤13K            W ≤13K         W ≤ 13K   
   S=132’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’           S=336’’–840’’      S=48’’–72’’          S=48’’–72’’         S=48’ –72’’ 
O8-2 
W ≤13K       W ≤16K        W ≤16K              W ≤ 16K           W ≤12K          W ≤12K          W ≤12K           W ≤ 12K   
      S=156’’–300’’   S=48’’–72’’         S=48’’–72’’      S=384’’–780’’       S=48’’–72’’          S=48’’–72’’         S=48’ –72’’ 
O8-3 
 W ≤12K     W ≤16K         W ≤16K           W ≤ 14.5K             W ≤14.5K        W≤13K             W≤13K        W≤ 13K   
   S=180’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=300’’–480’’       S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’        S=48’’–72’’            S=48’’–72’’ 
O8-4 
 W ≤13.5K      W ≤15K     W ≤15K           W ≤ 15K              W ≤15K           W ≤15K            W ≤15K        W ≤ 15K   
   S=171’’–300’’       S=52’’–72’’     S=53’’–72’’           S=426’’–660’’  S=54’’–72’’                 S=54’’–72’’   S=168’’–192’’ 






W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24K                               W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K     
        S = 156’’–300’’             S = 48’’–72’’         S = 300’’–348’’       S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O5-2 
 W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24K                               W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K  
         S = 180’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’       S = 252’’–840’’           S = 114’’ – 132’’ 
O5-3 
W ≤ 20 K                 W ≤ 22 K            W ≤ 22 K                        W ≤ 22 K               W ≤ 22 K        
 
         S = 156’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’        S = 276’’–480’’           S = 114’’–132’’        
O5-4 
W ≤ 18 K                 W ≤ 22 K          W ≤ 22 K                          W ≤ 22 K             W ≤ 22 K        
 
         S = 156’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’          S = 312’’–840’’        S = 48’’–72’’          
O5-5 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K          W ≤ 24K                             W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K        
 
        S = 222’’–300’’           S = 48’’–72’’          S=300’’–840’’              S=48’’–72’’          
O5-6 
W ≤ 12 K                 W ≤ 24 K          W ≤ 24K                            W ≤ 24 K                 W ≤ 24 K       
 
       S = 156’’–300’’             S = 48’’–72’’        S = 528’’–840’’          S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O5-7 
W ≤ 12 K                      W ≤ 23 K     W ≤ 23 K                        W ≤ 23 K       W ≤ 23 K      
 
         S = 156’’–222’’           S = 48’’–72’’         S = 300’’–528’’        S = 48’’–72’’ 
O5-8 
W ≤ 14.5 K                W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                       W ≤ 20 K          W ≤ 20 K      
 
      S = 168’’–252’’              S = 48’’–72’’     S =1080’’–1500’’         S=120’’–132’’ 





W ≤ 13 K                W ≤ 21 K         W ≤ 21 K                       W ≤ 18 K              W ≤ 18 K        W ≤ 18 K 
         S = 204’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’    S = 420’’–1200’’           S = 48’’ – 72’’     S = 48’’ – 72’’ 
O6-2 
W ≤ 13 K              W ≤ 20 K     W ≤ 20 K                   W ≤ 18 K            W ≤ 18 K         W ≤ 18K         
 
        S = 174’’–203’’         S=48’’–72’’    S = 420’’–1200’’         S=48’’–72’’              S=48’’–72’’ 
O6-3 
W ≤ 13 K             W ≤ 21 K            W ≤ 21 K                          W ≤ 18 K              W ≤ 18 K       W ≤ 18 K        
 
       S = 168’’–300’’           S=48’’–72’’     S=1200’’–1560’’       S=48’’ – 72’’             S=48’’ – 72’’ 
O6-4 
W ≤ 12 K             W ≤ 24 K     W ≤ 24 K                  W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K        W ≤ 16 K        
 
       S = 189’’–300’’          S=52’’–72’’   S = 420’’–780’’           S= 48’’ – 72’’      S=48’’–72’’ 
O6-5 
W ≤ 12 K         W ≤ 23 K         W ≤ 23K                    W ≤ 17 K            W ≤ 17 K         W ≤ 17 K  
 
         S = 205’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’        S = 420’’–720’’             S=53’’ – 72’’      S=53’’ – 72’’         
O6-6 
W ≤ 13 K              W ≤ 21 K   W ≤ 21K                       W ≤ 17 K      W ≤ 17 K        W ≤ 17 K  
 
        S = 168’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’       S=318’’–426’’              S = 48’’–72’’  S=48’’–72’’     
O6-7 
W ≤ 14 K         W ≤ 20 K         W ≤ 20 K                     W ≤ 18 K          W ≤ 18 K     W ≤ 18 K    
 
       S = 180’’–300’’          S=48’’–72’’      S=420’’–780’’                S = 48’’–72’’  S=48’’–72’’    
O6-8 
W ≤ 13 K              W ≤ 19 K       W ≤ 19 K             W ≤ 19 K               W ≤ 19 K     W ≤ 19 K    
 
       S = 174’’–288’’         S=49’’–72’’      S=49’’–72’’          S = 348’’–840’’           S=49’’–72’’    





W ≤ 14 K     W ≤ 16 K           W ≤ 16 K         W ≤ 16 K                 W ≤ 16 K           W ≤ 16 K            W ≤ 16 K   
   S=171’’–300’’        S=51’’–72’’   S=51’’–72’’          S=414’’–1200’’     S=49’’ –72’’       S=49’’–72’’ 
O7-2 
W ≤ 12.5 K          W ≤ 16K       W ≤ 16 K       W ≤ 16 K                W ≤ 16K            W ≤ 16 K             W ≤ 16 K       
   S=150’’–240’’         S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’     S=384’’–600’’      S=54’’–72’’             S=54’’–72’’      
O7-3 
W≤12K          W≤16K           W ≤16K             W ≤18K                 W ≤ 18K               W ≤ 18K                  W≤18K  
   S=168’’–300’’       S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’     S=360’’–408’’              S=48’’–72’’     S=48’’–72’’      
O7-4 
W ≤ 12K           W≤16K           W ≤ 16K                W≤16 K               W≤16 K               W≤16K             W≤16 K  
   S=168’’–300’’       S=51’’–72’’  S=375’’–660’’      S=51’’–72’’              S=51’’–72’’       S=51’’–72’’   
O7-5 
W ≤ 12K           W ≤ 16K        W ≤ 16K            W ≤ 16K                W ≤ 16K               W ≤ 16K            W ≤ 16K  
    S=138’’–300’’       S=51’’–72’’      S=54’’–72’’   S= 414’’–600’’            S=54’’–72’’         S=54’’–72’’    
O7-6 
W ≤ 13 K          W≤22 K         W ≤ 22K                       W ≤ 10K               W ≤ 10K        W ≤ 10K      W ≤ 10K  
    S=204’’–252’’        S=51’’–72’’  S=1320’’–1500’’              S=54’’–72’’    S=54’’–72’’       S=54’’–72’’        
O7-7 
W ≤ 16K          W ≤ 19K      W ≤ 19K              W ≤ 19K                           W ≤ 19K           W ≤19K       W≤ 19K  
    S=172’’–252’’        S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’         S=756’’–900’’                S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’    
O7-8 
W ≤ 12K           W≤15K         W ≤15K           W ≤15K                    W ≤17K               W ≤17K            W≤ 17K  
    S=156’’–300’’       S=51’’–72’’  S=51’’–72’’         S=384’’–1200’’        S=51’’–72’’         S=51’’–72’’     
O7-9 
W ≤14K           W≤20K          W ≤20K                W ≤15K              W ≤15K                W ≤15K             W≤15K  
    S=228’’–300’’   S=52’’–72’’       S=444’’–1200’’     S=52’’–72’’      S=52’’–72’’             S=52’’–72’’   




Figure B.11 continued 
O7-10 
W ≤14K         W≤21K     W ≤21K                          W ≤13.5K       W ≤13.5K            W ≤13.5K         W≤13.5K  
    S=180’’–300’’   S=48’’–72’’          S=408’’–960’’         S=54’’–72’’      S=54’’–72’’            S=54’’–72’’     
O7-11 
W ≤16K           W ≤15K        W ≤15K            W ≤15K                        W ≤15K             W≤15K               W≤15K  
   S=150’’–240’’         S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’   S=408’’–720’’                  S=54’’–72’’   S=54’’–72’’    




W ≤13K     W ≤14K          W ≤14K              W ≤ 14K             W ≤13K           W ≤13K            W ≤13K       W ≤ 13K   
   S=120’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’           S=360’’–780’’      S=48’’–72’’           S=48’’–72’’         S=48’ –72’’ 
O8-2 
W ≤13K       W ≤16K        W ≤16K            W ≤ 16K             W ≤12K           W ≤12K           W ≤12K         W ≤ 12K   
    S=156’’–300’’       S=48’’–72’’   S=48’’–72’’           S=384’’–780’’      S=48’’–72’’           S=48’’–72’’         S=48’’ –72’’ 
O8-3 
 W ≤12K         W ≤16K     W ≤16K            W ≤ 14.5K              W ≤14.5K         W≤13K         W ≤ 13K       W ≤ 13K   
   S=180’’–300’’        S=48’’–72’’   S=300’’–480’’       S=108’’–132’’  S=108’’–132’’         S=48’’–72’’            S=48’’–72’’ 
O8-4 
W ≤13.5K      W ≤15K        W ≤15K            W ≤ 15K             W ≤15K          W ≤15K             W ≤15K        W ≤ 15K   
   S=171’’–300’’         S=52’’–72’’     S=53’’–72’’         S=426’’–660’’    S=54’’–72’’            S=54’’–72’’         S=168’’–192’’ 
Figure B.12 – Both methods – non-OC Permits – 8 axles 
